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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MOM DAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 18. 1907.

VOL. 21. NO. 42.

A HEAD - ON COLLISION

PLAN UNDERWAY

The Evening Cltlien, In Advance, ft per year.
Delivered by Csrrln-s- , to cents per month,

THAW TRIAL RESUMED AF

FOR FEDERAL

LEGSLA T
SANTA

TER SEVERAL DAYS REST

UN

AGAIN

TO ALL

Be Sim-

In Albuquerque-Wi- ll

JMERNED

ilar to Federal Building
in El Paso.
DELEGATE

Dr. Evans Gives Strong Testimony

EVANS CORROBORATED

BOOSTERS LET THEIR

BY, DR. WAGNER, WHO IS RECALLED

L

BE

Visit to Estancla Valley Quite En

joyable and Doubtless Will

All Opposition.
Special to The Evening Cltlien.
Washington. D. C. Feb. 18. An
interview with Delegate Andrews has
In the apdeveloped these facts:
propriation for a public building at
which Mr.
Albuquerque, $100,000,
Andrews secured in the closing mo
ments of the first session of the preB
ent congress, the structure was spoken
of as a nnstofllce building.
The delegate had great trouble In
getting this straightened up, but he
finally succeeded in having it correct
ed by a bill, so that Albuquerque can
now have a public building.
The architect tells Mr. Andrews
that he can plan only on the basis of
the money appropriated. He cannot
design a building to cost over $100,-00hoping that subsequent appropriations may make good the deficit.
Hence, his plans will be for a build
ing about the style of the federal
building at El Paso. He claims that
building
he can make a first-clafor $100,000, as the government owns
the ground already. Of course, the
furniture will be extra, but the next
congress may be relied upon for that.
Solomon Luna is here and he
seems much pleased with the plan,
Every one familiar with the southwest knows that the El Paso federal
building is a magnificent structure of
four Btorles and basement, accommo
dating the postofflce,
the federal
court, weather bureau and the cus
toms departments.
Such a building
would be all that Albuquerque could
need had she 75,000 Inhabitants,
Work is to be begun at once.
Conditions are not so favorable
with reference to the validation of
Ihe 'Albuquerque Issue of city bunds.
Delegate Andrews has had this mat
ter up with the committee several
times, and still believes that be will
be able to get (hem to report favor
ably upon it, although many of the
members of the committee are op
posed to any such action on general
grounds, and they fear that when the
measure comes before the house,
some one will object and that will
However, the delegate in
kill it.
tends to push the measure if it be
possible to do so.
The Andrews bill conferring Jurisdiction on the court of claims in the
case of Manuelita Swope, has been
referred to the committee on claims,
and his bill, granting lands to Anna
Johnson, has gono to the committee
on public lands. Andrews has taken
up with the pension division the cases
of Antonio Jose Mares for a $12 pen
slon, and Joseph Feutzer for $17.

Part of Thaw's Will Was Permitted to be Introduced by
Jerome. Who No Longer Offered
His Usual Objections.
SHOWING TIIK ONLY THING OF AN ACCIDENTAL NATURE THAT COILD AFFECT THE EQUANIMITY OF OUR LOCAL AND TERRITORIAL AFFAIRS.

FOUR BLOWN TO ATOMS
BY EXPLOSION OF

met with the explanation that the
west's development has been bo rapid
that the railroads could not meet It.
The reply is that the companies knew
of the development but failed to prepare for It.
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Barges Cast on Massachusetts Governor Hughes Calls Kelsey.
Abe Ruef Is Compelled
Coast and Several
to Plead.
Lives Are Lost.
"

HUNDREDS OF FAMILIES
FEANK HOTTMAN TRIES
HOMELESS FROM RIVER
TO .COMMIT SUICIDE

London, Ky., Feb. 18. Foreman
New York, Feb. 18. A subpoena
Sutton and three of his crew were was served today on E. H. Harriman.
blown to atoms by a dynamite explo- calling for his appearance before the
sion today at Hazele Patch in this interstate commerce commission 'n
county while constructing a double this city next Monday.
Harriman
track on the Louisville & Nashville accepted service.
railroad.
FIRST STEP TOWARDS
COAL BARGES ARE LOST
REMOVAL OF KELSEY
NEAR HIGHLAND LIGHT
Albany, Feb. 18. Governor Hughes
Highland Light, Mass.rFeb.
served notice today upon Otto Keluey,
The barge Glrard, coal laden, went state superintendent or Insurance to
Light, appear before him at 2:30 this afterashore today near Highland
the life saving station, and two of her noon to give testimony concerning the
crew were drowned. The barge will condition in the insurance
departbe a total loss.
ment. This Is regarded as the first
Later: Shortly after 11 o'clock two step of the governor towards the reother barges were sighted driving moval of Kelsey us superintendent of
ashore on Peaked Hill bar. The two insurance.
barges with the Glrard were In town
of the tug Valley Forge. In a heavy Rl'EL IS COMPELLED
gale they broke away and drifted toTO PLEA D TO INDICTMENT
ward the shore. Shortly before 1
San Francisco, Feb. 18. Abraham
o'clock this afternoon anorner of the Ruef was compelled by Judge Dunne
barges was blown on the bar by the this morning over the objection 0t
heavy breakers and a few moments his attorneys to enter plea in the Inafter went to the bottom. It is be- dictment cases against him. He pleadlieved that there were at least three ed not guilty.
or four aboard.
AGGY MEYERS ACCOMPLICE
ICE GORGE IN SOUTH
TRIES TO KILL HIMSELF.
DAKOTA VERY DESTRUCTIVE.
Kansas City, Feb. 18. Frank Hott-maunder sentence of death with
Sioux City, Feb. 18. An loe gorge
In the Missouri near Vermillion, S. Mrs. Aggy Meyers for killing ClarD., has caused the river to leave Its ence Meyers, the woman's husband,
IMMIGRATION BILL IS
banks.
Hundreds of families have attempted bulclde In his cell In the
by
CARRIED IV THE HOUSE. been made homeless.
Not since the county Jail here this morning,
Washington, Feb. 18. The house great flood of 1881 has the water been stabbing himself in the breast. Hia
soon after convening today began the so high.
condition Is serious and he may die.
consideration of the conference re
port upon the immigration bill which JEROME TO INVESTIGATE
AMERICANS GREET
was agreed to by the senate SaturIRELAND'S ENVOYS.
SATURDAY CENTRAL'S WRECK.
Brooklyn, Feb. 18. The Irish enday.
New York, Feb. 18. District At- voys, J. Kettle,
P., and W. Field,
Iiurnctt Loses Point of Order.
torney Jerome's office will be repre- M. P., met with M.
great reception in
a
After the reading of the report, sented at
the coroner's inquest into the Bijou theatre here last night.
Burnett, of Alabama, made a point of the wreck of
the electric train on the Borough President
Coler welcomed
order against the first provision, New York Central
Saturday evening. the envoys. The members of all the
which undertakes to regulate the in- when twenty-tw- o
were
kiHed, fifty branches of the United Irish league
coming of Japanese coolies by giving seriously injured and 145 slightly
turned out in force and after the
the president authority to refuse to hurt. An effort will be made to as- - flnpfcheA
therp u'DR a tirnvmm rt
recognize their passports, and also certain Inst what musAri thr. oii ir
Irish music und dancing.
In the
against the whole of section 42, hav- be torn up
the breaking of the course of his address Mr. Kettle, reing relation to the air space In ves- wheel upon and
leading
the
Of
motor.
ferring
to
the
house
of
lords
said It
sels bringing immigrants to the Unit- the Injured, four are reported today
was entirely out of harmony with
ed States.
The speaker decided In a critical condition.
modern democratic institutions
and
against the point and Burnett apshould go down. The government,
pealed. The chair was supported by RAILROAD
will
to
EXPENDITURES
give
said,
endeavor
he
effect
196 to 104.
TO DE LARGELY' CUT. to the will of the people, which the
peers
will
promptly
out,
throw
Chicago, Feb.
and
18.
Investigation
Tiy Fifty-si- x
Majority.
shows that railroads entering Chicago that will lead to a combination beWashington, Feb. 18. The confer- have curtailed
crown
tween
people
and
the
the
to
for this
ence report on the immigration bill year's work in anestimates
amount which will defeat the aristocracy. Mr. Field said
was agreed to by the house 157 to exceed $125,000,000.
This applies to the prospect for Ireland was never
101.
roads which enter Chicago only. It Is better. Before the end of the presestimated that the Burlington will ent year the cause for which the
spend $20,000,000 less this year than Irish people were struggling for more
would have been spent had monetary than a century will become an acIS conditions
The road complished fact.
been better.
will proceed with the terminal and
development work now under way. ANNUAL AUTOMOBILE
CONVENTION OPENS.
BARRED FROM FLOOR Several eastern trunk line roads Buffalo.
Feb. 18. The fifth annual
have been conducting negotiations
looking to the transfer of new equip- automobile show under the auspices
ment committments
to other lines, of the Automobile Club of Buffalo,
OF HOUSE
the Convention hall today
particularly western lines. It Is said opened Insplendidly
patronized. This
on good authority that In one or two and was
has, for the past four years
Instances there is a desire to trans- show by
far the best local show In
fer
of the equipment or- beencountry.
It was admitted at the
large- the
causes
are
dered.
The
this
for
e
Fe,
N. M., Feb. 18.
Santa
4 ly to be found In the antagonistic sen- last show that the decorations were
Mr. Hening, Journal's corres-- e
4
manifested toward the rail- the best ever seen outside the New
pondent barred from the floor 4 timent
ways and in some Instances the cur- York show, but the electrical effects
of the house by a resolution in- at the present show will entirely
tailment of expenditures Is owing to eclipse
4 troduced by Sanchez of San Ml- all past effect In this direction.
difficulty which the roads know
4 guel and carried by a vote of e the
they would meet if they endeavored The Convention hall Is packed with
16 yes, 7 no's after a hot debate.
exhibits by all the best known makers
to get money
4 Reason given was his reports
in this country and abroad and great
4 untruthful, misleading and 1is being taken by the public
interest
"IAN
MACI.AREN" AR4 belouH.
4
in the show.
RIVES IN NEW YORK.
New York, Feb. 18. The Rev. Pr. Wil l, INVESTIGATE CA."
NADIAN FREIGHT imOHLEM.
Watson, better known as "Ian
ANNUAL INSPECTION
Montreal, Feb. 18. A royal comauthor
of "Beside the Bon1)1'' GEOHGI V TROOPS. nie Briar Bush," Is at present In this mission to Investigate the transporta-tatlo- n
system of Canada is about to
AuKusta, Ga., Feb. 18. The an- city, having arrived from Liverpool
The facilities have
Dr. Watson will be appointed.
nual inspection of the Georgia state a few days ago.
troops, by Inspector-Genera- l
W.
lecture In this country. He preached proven so inadequate that business
In the Fifth Avenue Baptist church
men are a unit in demanding
a
obear, took place today. The
and the Clinch Itltles first last night before a full congregation. radical change. Freight orders have
Dr. Watson Is of the opinion that been cancelled by hundreds of thoumarched past and were congratulaton their Dr. Aked, who Is to take charge of sands of dollars worth and the comed by the inspector-genera- l
efficiency and apearance. Tomorrow the Fifth Avenue Baptist church, panies have cancelled most of the
will will make
a favorable Impression freight traffic.
The situaatlon is
hussars
and
the volunteers
growing desperate.
are
Merchants
parade for Inspection.
here.
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WILLIAM CROMWELL RETIRES FROM PANAMA CANAL.
Washington, D. C. Feb. 17. William Nelson Cromwell has severed
his connection with the Panama canal
enterprise.
In a letter received here
from him, from Europe, he declares
his intention of resigning from the
board of directors of the Panama
Railroad company at Its meeting in
April. It Is taken for granted that
he will cease to be general counsel
of the railroad at the same time.
No objection will be offered by the
administration to Mr. Cromwell's retirement. Should the house pass the
bill, already favorably acted upon in
the senate, closing the separate corporate existence of the Panama Railroad company, and placing its operations directly under the Isthmian
Canal commission, the office of gen- eraai counsel will De aDoiisnea.
ENGINEER
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WOLF RUN
AT LAS VEGAS
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Special to The Evening
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East Las Vegas, Feb.

Citizen.

18.

En- -

glneer Charles A. Woolf was
seriously If not fatally injured
In the railroad yards here last
evening by being struck by a
switch engine. He had Just
come in on engine 1 10 and af- ter looking it over on the pit
track, started to leave. As he
stepped on the next track the
switch engine shot down rapidly
from the coal chute and struck
him before he could get out of
the way. Four ribs were broken
and he was injured internally.
He is now unconscious and In a
pecurlous condition. Woolf Is
about 45 years oM and has been
an engineer on the Santa Fe here
for a number of years.
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SHERWOOD B.

ts

New York, Feb. 18. The serious
differences among the lawyers, who
are engaged to defend Thaw, was
patched up last evening and It Is
probable that for the remainder of the
trial there will be at least an armed
truce among them. For a time It
looked as If the trouble had reached
the stage where Delphln M. Delmas,
who has conducted the defense, would
withdraw from the case; but now It
appears he will go on. The Intercession of Mrs. William Thaw is said to
be responsible for patching up the
quarrel. An open rupture among the
lawyers would be very serious for
Thaw, and the realization of this fact
doubtless had much to do with the
settlement of the difficulty.
Juror Bolton Reports.
After an Interruption of four days,
the trial of Harry K. Thaw was resumed today. Juror Joseph B. Bolton, the death of whose wife caused
the postponement of the case and the
release of the jury from close confinement since last Thursday,
was
early at the criminal court building,
declaring he felt perfectly able to go
ahead with the trial.
During the long adjournment there
had been many rumors of conflict
among the defendant's counsel, but at
the opening of court today all six of
the attorneys, who have represented
Thow during the proceedings, were at
his counsel table, consulting together
as usual.
Dr. Brltton D. Evans, superintendent of the New Jersey state hospital
for the Insane, at Morris Platns, was
on the stand last Thursday when the
trial adjourned and was recalled today as the first wltrass. Delmas took
up the direct exa 'nation of the witness, .thus retaining his position as
leading counsel.
Dr. Evans Gives Testimony.
Evans was asked to relate the conversations he had with Thaw during
the first three visits to the defendant
at the Tombs. The witness had heretofore testified that as the result of
these conversations he had concluded
Thaw to be Insane.
Jerome demanded that the witness
produce his nc.es and Evans explained that what few notes ho had taken
had been lost after he turned them
over to his stenographer. "I may omit
essential details, but I will have to
depend entirely on my memory," said
the witness. Here Jerome objected.
"This witness," he declaredt "says he
may omit essential facts." "What can
Fitzgerald,
he do," replied Justice

S SHOOTS

HlfflSELFJLDATIl, N.

1

Was Son of New York Banker and Former Captain of Yale Rowing Crew.
Death Beats Medical Aid.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Magdalena, N. M, Feb. 18. Sherwood B. Ives, Bon f Burton Ives, a
wealthy New York banker, and erstwhile captain of tie Yale rowing
crew, nccidently shot himself Saturday afternoon at Ditll, 90 miles west
of here, and died at 10 o'clock Saturday night as he was being brought
ere.
The shooting took place at the
ranch of Hay Morh y, former foot ball
coach of Columbl New York. Ives
had been riding during the early part
of the day and had come into the
house, with pistol strapped at his belt.
The holster came I ose letting the gun
fall to the floor. It was an automatic
pistol and explode. The bullet entered the thigh an ranging upward
lodged In the Intes'lnes.
A currier brought the news here
post haste and a surgeon was telegraphed for from Albuquerque. New
York relatives when notified, wired to
employ special train to take surgeon
to Magdalena If necessary. The currier bringing first news of the shoot-In- ir
had relays arranged for ambu
lance, which left Datll for this place
bringing Ives her-- . so that he could
be given medical attention at the
earliest possible moment. Ives died
reaching Lalf way point of
the Journey from a hemorrhage. The
body will be shlpp'-- to Albuquerque,
1

.

Ogle-thorp-

Council Got Down to Work
This Morning and House
This Afternoon.

When Visited by Him.

CHARACTER

Immigration Bill Passes the House
by Good Big MaJorItyOver

.

as

to the Insanity of Defendant

ANDREWS GEIS

CHANGEOF

FE

The first news to reach Albuquerque
of the shooting, catne In a dispatch to
Chas. Chadwlck, the sheep commission broker, who was a friend of
Ives. The telegram Instructed him to
secure a special train at any cost and
take the best burgeon in the city to

Magdalena.
The train had
been
chartered and Dr. P. G. Cornish and
Mr. Chadwlck
were Just getting
aboard when news came that it was
too late. Ives had not lived to make
the journey from Datll to Magdalena.
Ives came to New Mexico about
five years ago for his health and took
up his residence at the Morley ranch.
Hay Morley having been an old New
York acquaintance. He waa well supplied with money and endowed with
a wit and humor that made him popular from the Hlo Grande to the Datll
He adopted the broad sombrero, the
high heeled boots and chaps and fell
Into the customs of the com camps
with a grace that made him a special
favorite among the cowboys. His picturesque figure was often seen at
Magdalena where he could count his
friends by the inhabitants of the
town.
The body of Sherwood Ives was
taken to Socorro from Magdalena today, arriving at the Gem City shortly after noon. A special train started
at aViii Martial picked It up there and
will arrive here late this afternoon.
A local undertaker will see that It is
put In perrect condition for shipment
to New York.
Charles Chadwlck received anoth-befor- e
er telegram this afternoon from Dr.
John A. Hartwell of New York, who
left there on receipt of the news of
the accident and Is now on his way
here. Dr. Hartwell la an old college
friend of Sherwood Ives, and telegraphed all Instructions so far received regarding his deceased college
chum. Dr. Hartwell will arrive on
the limited tomorrow and ship the
body east, accompanying it.

"but give his best memory? That is
all that la required by the rules of
evidence.
The objection waa overruled and
Evans began to relate the Incidents
of his first visit to Thaw on August 4
.
last.
What Thaw Said of White.
He said that Thaw had told him at
great length that White had drugged,
poisoned and ruined a great number
of young women. He declared there
waa a conspiracy In which his own
lawyers were Included to railroad
him to an asylum and shut these matters from the public. On his second
visit Thaw told the same story of
persecution that he related on the
first visit. He referred constantly to
this man, this creature, this dead
man, this beast, this blackguard and
said he had tried to take the virtue
of every pure minded woman who
came within the sphere of his observation.
"I tried to save them," said Thaw,
according to Evans, "I never wanted
to shoot this creature, I never wanted
to kill him. I wanted to get him into
court so he would be brought to justice." Evans asked why under the
circumstances he shot White and
Thaw replied:
"Providence took charge of It. This
was an act of providence. For my
part 1 would rather have had him suffer In court the humiliation which the
repllion of his acts would shave
caused." Thaw told Evans he had
gone to see Anothony Comstock, District Attorney Jerome and a private
detective agency in the effort to bring
White Into court. Jerome told him
he had better let the matter drop, that
there was nothing to it. The detectives took the matter up but never
As to
submitted a proper report.
Comstock he said that he discovered
DeLancey Nlcoll, an attorney, r.as
acting as legal advisor both for White
and Comstock. He regarded this as
another link in the conspiracy against
himself.
He said he carried a pistol on advice of Roger O'Mara, Pittsburg de- testlve, after thugs had Jostled him
several times and tried to pick quarrels with him. He said these thugs
were the agents of White and they
planned to get him to quarrel and
then beat or kick him to death.
Dr. Wagner U Recalled.
The wltnesB next described his third
visit, when Thaw practically refused
to have anything to do with him and
the visit was very brief.
Dr. Charles G. Wagner, superintendent of the state hospital for the
Insane at Blnghamton, N. Y., was
then recalled to the stand. When on
the stand previously he was not allowed to relate his conversations with
Thaw. He was recalled to tell these.
Dr. Wagner told practically the same
story as Dr. Evans and agreed with
the tatter's conclusion that Thaw's
idea was that he was acting as the
agent of Providence in killing White.
At the conclusion of Wegner's testimony Delmas said he would like to
Introduce parts of Thaw's will. Jerome said It any of It should be offered, all would have to go In, as there
were elements aa to handwriting, etc.,
which must be considered by the
Jury. This Indicates Jeromo Is no
longer opposed to the introduction of
the will. At this point recess was
taken until this afternoon.
Part of Will Is Put In.
District Attorney Jerome this afternoon permitted the reading of the
provision in Thaw's will setting aside
$50,000 fur prosecution of any persons who might be suspected of having caused his death by violence.
CAITAIN JOHN KIRWIN.
FENIAN LEADER, DEAD.
Dublin, Feb. 18. Captain
John
Klrwin, a fenlan leader, who has
In
hospital,
died
Richmond
Just
took
an active part In the Fenian rebel
lion In 1867, served In the Papal bri
gade, and subsequently enlisted In the
United States army.
Klrwin was
present at the attack on the Mallow
police barracks and In connection
with this was sentenced to five years
penal servitude.
He retired some
years ago, with the rank of captain,
on a pension from the American government and came to spend his last
days In this country.

Produce Much Good.
Santa Fe, Feb. 18. About seventy
members of the Boosters' club reach
ed here at 11 a. m. They marched
through the streets shouting their
club yell, and then called en masse
on Governor Hagerman, who received
them In his private office. The gov
ernor and the club members
made
speeches. At 1 o'clock they held a
banquet at the Palace hotel, at which
the governor, the attorney general
and other territorial officials were
present. The club la having a good
time.
The council held a short session
this morning. Council bill No. 47 waa
Introduced by Sargent, which provides
that county commissioners upon petaxpayers may
tition from twenty-fiv- e
make a levy of 3 mills to support
charitable Institutions In any county
al
where Institutions are not under
appropriation.
The house substitute for house bill
No. 29, an act to force county offi
cials to maintain their offices in coun
ty seats, reached the council and was
referred to the committee on territorial affairs.
Council bll No. IS, to allow Justices
of the peace to Issue marriage licenses
passed the council by a vote of 9 ayes
0 nays.
The council Is in recess until S p.
m., when the house also convenes.
Councllmen Dalles and Richards
are too ill to attend. Mlera Is absent
from the city.
Spless Introduced a bill In the coungambling,
provides
cil to prohibit
minimum fine of 1100, maximum fine
of $600. Six months in jail for each
ter-rlorl-

.

offense.

Holt Introduced In the house a bill
to prevent expectoration on sidewalks
in all towns an dto provide for fumigating rooms occupied by tubercular
"
'
persons
The council is considering the tax
bill and the house is stilt in session.
Hack From tho Excursion.
far as entertainment went, the
excursionists could not be prejudiced
against either town. As far as possibilities are concerned, there are rfo
limits to them anywhere In the great
valley.
The hat was passed on the train before reaching Santa Fe and every one
was asked to cast a vote either In
favor of Estancla or Wlllard for the
location of the county seat. All but
about twenty persons voted. The result wns: For Estancla 78; for Wlllard, 12. Whether this will in any
way represent the sentiments of the
house members when council bill
No. 15, for the change of the county
seat from Estancla to Wlllard comes
up, is a matter of doubt.
"Hurrah for Estancla valley the
new farming district of New Mexico,"
will at least be remembered as the
assemslogan of the Thirty-sevent- h
As

bly.

No Fight on Councilman Dalle.
William Gregg, justice of the peace
st Estancla, returned with the excursionists to Santa Fe. He said:
"We residents of Estancla want to
be understood rightly on this question.
We believe that we are entitled to the
county seal because we have the
largst, most up to dal and most
central town In Torrance county.
"We desire it understood that we
are not making a tight on Councilman
Carl A. Dalles. There Is no disposition on our part to cause a rupture In
party In Turrance
the republican
county over this matter. We, for the
most part, are republicans who advocate the keeping of the county seat
at Estancla and we believe that from
what the legislators saw of the Estancla. valley of Estancla and of our
development, citizenship and loyalty,
to party and territory that they will
not remove the county seat to Wlllard."

JAPS AND CUHANs) NEED
SOME ADMONITORY SPANKS.
Honolulu, Feb. 18. A mass meeting of Japanese will be held tonight
to protest against the exclusion of
Japanese from the mainland, and
exagainst any form of Japanese
clusion.

Cuban liberal Get Offensive .
New York. Feb. 18. A dispatch to
the Herald from Havana say that
open and signed threats of war
against the United States If it does
not get out of Cuba are now made
by the leaders of the liberal party, ta
whom everything has been given by
the American provisional government
STOP IMPORT OF BUFFALO
except absolute control.
HIDES TO UNITED STATES.
The parly U insatiable and ha
New York, Feb. 18. Judge Hazel, grown impatient over the delay of the
of the United St-,tiicult coir.t to- Americans In withdrawal, when It
day handed down a decision ruling was promised that they would be left
that buffalo hides from liulii '.aniwi masters of Cuba.
enter the United States. The imThe suggestion of the conservative
Ith-i- n
ports of hides from India
classed of Americans that a protecthe past few years greatly Increas- torate might be better, In resented
ed, the merchandise being used In bitterly and the liberal papers asstrt
the manufacture of shoes, mid in oth- that annexation
protectorate
or
er lines. Judge Hazel in his decision would
be followed by war.
states that the term "hides of cattle"
In the Dinglcy tariff act does not InFRUITION l'E R1"D FROM
clude buffalo hides or the skins of
ETNA SMOKE DISl'll VIUiE.
the hump cattle of India or Africa.
Paris, Feb. 18. Dispatches fsoin
As the decision will seriously effect Taorinlna. report smoke Issuing from
the leather trade an appeal to Judge the lower and upper crater of Mount
Hazel's ruling will be lodged.
Etna and an eruption is feared.
s
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crowd, and a battery of sharp, crude,
they were prepared for the market.
brutal epithets and witticisms were
Nowhere was this protest more emturned loose upon him as he swam
phatic than In Germany. A few days A
to
the shore, and was pulled out by
nun a document wan read before the
"
TERjiOXAIi PROPERTY LOAN'S.
WANTED.
reatltasl ally oil Wwkl
his devoted adherents.
Soma of the
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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BanK Roll Contained American Strike

of General
Movement and Demand
For Higher Wages.

and Mexican
Were Mexicans.
ors

Money-Propriet-

p
I'ann, Feb. 18. Captain
of the police force and several
of h! men raided two gambling dives
In the southern part of the city.
At a saloon on the corner of the
nlley n Second street, between El
Paso and Santa Fe, the police found
running a
C. O. Barnes, a negro,
monte game, and there were about
twenty negroes In the place, some of
them gambling. Karnes was arrested
and taken to Jail and his outfit, consisting of two decks of cards and $36
cash, was taken by the police.
Barnes stated at the police station
that he had recently bought the game
from a man who told him he had
everything fixed up to Saturday and
that after then he (Barnes) would
lisve to bake his own arrangements.
Next the officers raided the Big
Four saloon on the corner of Utah
and Seventh streets and found two
games of monte In full blast. There
were about 100 Americans, Mexicans
and negroes In the place and all who
cOuU get to the tables were gambling.
One game was run by Miguel Flores
who had a bank roll of $79.85 American money and $51.75 Mexican. The
police took Flores, his bank roll and
three decks of cards. The other game
was run by Jose Medrano, who had
5n sight $90.15 American money and
5.4 Mexican. His cash, cards and
chips were taken with him to the
police station.
Flores and Medrano were balled
out by Louis Vlda! and Frank Curtis.
The police did not arrest any of the
men found in the gambling rooms,
that they would be
lut warnednextthem
time.
arrested

HI
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Wal-brldR-

PHILADELPHIA COPPER
MINES SOLD FOR

$75,000

PEOPLE, NEW
PROPOSE TO INCREASE
CAPACITY OF WORKINGS
IMMEDIATELY.

OWN-Kit-

WISCONSIN'

K.

s,

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Silver City, N. M., Feb. 18. A mining deal of more than usual importance has been consummated in the
Hanover copper district, whereby the
Philedalphla group of mines were
sold by F. C. Bell, of Pinos Altos, to
the Native Copper Mining company,
of Milwaukee, Wis., the consideration
The same company
being $75,000.
owns adjoining this property the Copper George group, comprising fifteen
additional claims covering in all an
acreage extending from the Hanover
to the Santa Rita mining camps.
It is the intention of the Milwaukee people to increase one of the
present shafts to triple compartment
and also to sink and operate two additional shafts. Several eastern gentlemen connected with the company
are now In the city in company with
B. F. Baker, of Hanover, who represented the Bell Interests in the transaction.
It is also understood that the Native Copper company will continue
work on the Philadelphia mine, begun by Mr. Baker, who has had the
properly under bond and lease for
the pant six months, and who has
been working a force of twenty-fou- r
men. The mine Is now shipping a
car of copper ore dally to the Silver
The Philadelphia and
City smelter.
Copper George groups are properties
of known merit, and with the extensive developments planned, will place
this property among the foremost
producers of the central mining

HAM

AND EGGS USED
WITH

DEADLY

EFFECI

INDIANA WOMEN FAIL TO GET
S1FFRAGE BECAUSE THEY
LOVE THEIR HUSBANDS.
Indianapolis, Feb. 18. The senate
attitude
sustained its
toward woman suffrage one day last
week by voting against the bill introduced at the instance of Mrs. Helen
Oougar, and which was so drawn
that women could vote In all elec
tions and would be eligible to hold
office in cities and towns.
Mrs.
Gougar and several other suffragists
were present, and the women fre
quently applauded the votes that fa
vored their measure.
Though they
went down to defeat, it was by the
narrowest margin that ever attended
the taking of a vote on a similar
measure, for the totals were but 24
against 22 in favor of the bill.
The
women were naturally
encouraged
and were congratulated on all sides
by their supporters on the apparent
growth of suffrage sentiment.
Senator Benz, of Dubois, Crawford
and Perry, made a speech in favor of
the bill, and greatly amused the sen
ate by the reasons which he gave for
its support. "I am for this bill," said.
ne,
uecause i realize mat It was
women who brought about my elec
tion in a republican district.
There
was a republican majority of 328 In
the district and I was elected by 105
I will tell you how It came about. I
got the name of every republican
who had a democratic wife and I
railed to see them. I told them on
the morning of election to cook their
husbands some ham and eggs, go
with tliem to the gate, put their arms
about their husbands' necks and then
tell them 'to go vote for John Benz.'
They did this and I was elected."
long-continu-

Ijuiio Back.
This ailment is usually cause,! I
rheumatism of th muscles and may
be cured by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Halm two or three times a day
and rubbing the parts vigorously at
earh application.
If this does not
afford relief, bind on a piece of flannel slightly
dampened
with Pain
Balm, and quick relief is almost au re
to follow. For sale by all druggists

6

the average. Pittsburg spends
DISEASED CATTLE AND FILTHY' been
$1.08 per capita.
MILK DEPOTS THE CAUSE OK
In the meantime the present force
AN ALARMING EPIDEMIC AND
of sanitary policemen is cluing ns best
A WILD MOVEMENT IX) It
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18. The boiler
It can. Houses are being fumigated,
makers, blacksmiths and blacksmith
IN WINDY CITY.
a quarantine Is being more or less
helpers employed at the shops on the
strictly enforced, and nquads of offiMissouri Paclflc-Iro- n
Mountain lines
cers with wagons are passing from
Result
Epidemic.
of
gone
have
out on strike under instrucone milk depot to another gathering
Four
people
thousand
down
with
grand
tions of the
officers of the
up filthy bottles. Infected measures
fever.
union. It would appear that the scarlet
Five thousand more with other and cans, which are taken to suburwage
forcing
are
union officers
the
diseases.
ban lots, heaped upon huge bonfires
Issue on the Gould system as the
Forty
and reduced to uselessnesx.
In quarantine.
thousand
are
an
movement
general
basis for a
for
Wave of sickness has extended
country
over
increase all
the
more than twenty miles.
HOW TO PASTEURIZE MILK.
emThere are 725 boilermakers
Cause of Epidemic.
ployed on the Gould lines, distributed
of milk Is a simple
Pasteurization
Filthy
dairies
and
diseased cattle. process. The milk
is placed In a
at the shops of the system located In
3,000
In
city
the
dairies with no closed vessel for half an hour
St. Louis, Sedalia, Kansas City
at from
adequate
supervision.
60 to 65 degrees C. (140 to 150 deHolslngton, Fort Scott, AtSix county Inspectors to watch
grees F.) Then it Is cooled as quickchison, DeSoto, Little Rock. McGehee
scattered dairies.
ly as possible by placing the vessel In
and Ferrlday. There are 373 blackMalt fed to cows.
cold water or on ice. By this means
smiths and helpers employed at those
Chicago
spends
eight
per
cents
shops.
the injurious organisms In the
capita
health; other cities from only
milk are killed, and it will keep
The Missouri Pacific management 25 centsfor
38 cents; Pittsburg spends
to
much longer.
states that the boilermakers
were
given an advance In wages of 1 cent $1.08.Sanitary
There are pasteurizers for large
Measures
ProKcl.
per hour last November. On the 14th
dairies and creameries, and there are
To
Increase
department
300
health
also a variety of small pasteurizers
of the present month the management per cent.
j
suitable for family use.
offered the boilermakers 2 cents per
hospitals proposed.
Isolation
Milk Is sterilized by heating It to
hour additional, making an Increase
National
health
suggested.
bureau
This,
the boiling point.
of 3 cent per hour over the wages
however,
changes the character of the milk,
prior to November 1, 1906, placing
Chicago, Feb. IS. As a result of making It less suitable for drlnklnir
them on the same basis as the machinists at all points on the system, filthy dairies, diseased cattle and and giving it a cooked taste.
Inadequate
inspection.
as has been the practice heretofore, ridiculously
now has 4,000 children, and "NO RAW MILK" IN
and which put their pay on the same Chicago
basis as the Union Pacific, Frisco and even grown up people, down with
NEW YORK CRUSADE.
Rock Island, with which roads the scarlet fever, 5,000 more affected
New York, Feb. 18. An agitation
with
infectious
diseases,
other
and
setrecently
made
boilermakers have
over 40,000 residents of the city are the purpose of which Is to Influence
tlements.
In quarantine. A heavy dally death the residents of this city to disconmanage
This offer, however, the
tinue the use of raw milk as a food,
ment states, the committee declined list adds to the horror of the situa- has been started.
tion.
accept,
Mis
demanding
to
that the
A British commission after an exThe epidemic started a month ago
souri Pacific pay 1 cent per hour more
haustive investigation has Just reportin
suburbs,
shore
the
north
and
has
same
territory
than other roads in the
now extended
over twenty miles ed to parliament that bovine tuberfor the same work.
is easily transmitted to huEvanston,
from
until nearly one in culosis
ma
the
was
with
made
Settlement
mans, and that as a matter of fact
every
600
Chicago's
of
Inhabitants
7
they
are
and
on
February
chinists
thousands of cases of consumption
not disturbed by the present move- hns scarlet fever as a result of in- are traceable to the tubercules from
ment. The management will deter- fected milk.
Not since the packing house in- diseased cows.
mine upon its future course in a few vestigation
The report directly antagonizes the
has Chicago been so exdays, but at present the shops are all
findings of an investigation made by
open. The increase offered to the ercised. The health department has the famous Dr.- Koch, of Germany,
men on strike would have brought been at Its wits' end on account of a a few years ago. He declared with
utterly Incompetent to handle
their pay up to an average of $100 to force
emphasis
that bovine tuberculosis
the trouble or Its sources.
$115 per month.
The beginning of the epidemic is was not transmlttlblo to the human.
traced to a certain north shore dairy, Physicians, however, hnve never ac- -'
Itching Pile.
even such further Investigations cepted his views, and today they are
but
If you are acquainted with anyone as the meager
force has been able to receiving the British report with unl- who is troubled with this distressing make has resulted
in exposures of iversal approbation.
ailment you can do him no greater the most shocking character,
newspapers of this city are
showing
favor than to tell him to try Cham- that Chicago's 3,000 city dairies are giving the report wide publicity and
reberlain's Salve. It gives Instant
indescribably
and that printing Interviews with physicians
lief.
Price 25 cents per box. Sold its 1,000 countryunsanitary,
possibly and sanitary experts advising the peo-- I
are
dairies
by all druggists.
pie to pasteurize all raw milk whether
in even worse condition.
Aside from the loose practices of for use on the table or for Infants
the dairymen, Chicago is faced with and children.
FARMINGION HAS
the fact that her sanitary squad Is
quite Inadequate to cope with the
OIL AT 2100 FEET situation. J. F. Blehn, head of the PATHETIC TRAGEDY REcity laboratories, cannot begin, with
his force, to keep the city dairies inAt a depth of 2100 reet a small spected, and six country Inspectors
flow of oil was encountered on Mon- huve been supposed to oversee 1,000
SULT OE FORCING
day, which added much Interest to more or less widely scattered country
the efforts of the drillers, says the dairies.
Farmlngton Times-Hustle- r.
Where owners of unsanitary dairies
GRINDING POLICY
Before the oil seep was struck. have been fined and had their livery salt water in small quantity had censes revoked, they have continued
been encountered and a sample of business without reform, secure In the
that Is also In the Hustler office. It knowledge that suits would be slow
ON
seems to be about as salty as sea wa and policemen negligent One small
ter.
dealer was caught 25 times, and now
Last night about 5 o'clock the key has many suits filed against him, deCity
on the drum that carries the sand layed hearing since November.
line came loose Just as the bucket Building Inspector Bartzen tried to MANAGER O'BRIEN, OP THE W.
U. IX 'FRISCO, KILLED HIM-SEL- F
full of muck had reached the top of help the sanitary department, and
the casing. The result was that buc- through inspectors reported numerA IT Kit
DISCHARGING
ket and sand line all went to the bot- ous cases of rotten and filthy floors,
UNION OPERATORS.
tom like greased lightning. The buc generally unsanitary conditions, and
ket weighed about 750 pounds, while are feeding of. malt to cows. TheBe
the three thousand feet of steel cable difficulties In spite of a record of
(Ity A Union
weighed something like a ton, so you 100,000 gallons of milk condemned
Special Correspondence.
can easily imagine how rapidly it all last year and 114 cows condemned.
a
Now Chicago has awakened.
The trouble which threatened
went to the bottom. It took the force
The sanitary force Is to be Increas- general vnlkout of Western Union
until about midnight to recover the
ed 300 per cent, and a high salaried operators at Chicago and other large
bucket and line.
The drill Is going again today and health commissioner will probably be cities of the country, but which was
A national health bureau Is happily averted, haJ been gradually
Is now entering a sandrock formation chosen.
after having passed through over 1,- - being widely discussed, and Isolation coming to a head since the commer200 feet of shale. The rock Is getting hospitals are proposed.
cial telegraphers began organizing
Chicago has heretofore expended 8 some five years ago.
very hard and it is believed that as
In
guarding the
soon as this rock is passed through cents per capita
It has been the policy of the Westit will enter the oil. The well is now health of her people, while in eastern ern Union to summarily dismiss any
cities from 25 cents to 38 cents has employe who was active In union
over 2,300 feet.
matters or suspected of being friend-l- y
to the organized effort.
j . .
In San Francisco, when the union
ruo.viM':
was still an Infant, the Western Una C O K T !; A I i
j,
ion discharged thirteen of Its first-cla-r.in v.e
u
men for affiliation with the
certain things, wo hive ;.;
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at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
inkling
an
of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.
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Will. CHAPLIN
led

at his old home

In

Meridian,

Miss.

At Nashville a short time ago two
operators were discharged by the
Western Union because they refused
to accept an assignment to work for
the Associated Tress, "but when a
committee demanded the reinstatement of the men, the company weakened and a walkout was averted.
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121 RAILROAD AVE.

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
HELEIVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
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CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.
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Hew Mexico

FIRST

See Santa l'o Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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Write us For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY g

col. n. a. CLOwitY.
President of the Western Union Co.,
who granted the Telegraphers an
increase of 10 rn-- r cent. Ilo start
in the biiKliu-Htm h inesHenger boy.
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"make good." Othc'v.'N wi
lose the confidence r.iul laith
of our patrons.
"Mttt Good"
The principle we nclp rti
B Prosperous
in 181)0. when CASCARKTS
WSBSBBSSSS2u
X33ES5KHB
CANDY CATHARTIC were,
put on the market, was to make no PROMISE in our salesmanship,
ih.it was not characterized bv PURITY and TRUTH and
iOXESTY, so that we could always DELIVER what we AGREED.
It was our own PURE DRUG law and our PROMISE has
always been FULFILLED.
1

.

f

The best inducement we can offer our friends in our advertising,
past and present, is to TRY CASCARETS only ONCE! We promised and promise now, that these dainty, little candy tablets, if
faithfully tried, would prove to be the most perfect Bowel Medicine
ever placed before the American family, as dependable for their
effects as nature herself.
In our eleven years of PROMISE, we have never failed to fulfill, and that's why we have gained the friendship of millions of the
American people, who have experienced the reliable quality of our

1

TIIF.O. P. COOK.
If the ONE TIME that we can fnduce the reader to try Casca-ret- s Western Vnlon
who
proves to be a failure and disappointment, it means a BROKEN
the iliiuiiiuli (if I ho key
his
patronage. The fact
PROMISE and NEVER a repetition of
men.
that at the present time over ONE MILLION of boxes of Cascarets
are sold every month PROVES that we believe in "Purity of Prom- union. The mui. itfer, Mr. O'lirlen,
merely followed Uie instructions of
ise" and have delivered the goods.

personal
ments, to accept our promises and try Cascarets as the best
and family medicine for all STOMACH and BOWEL troubles, especially
CONSTIPATION and all its complications. Nearly every serious Illness i
caused by a derangement of the Stomach and Bowels. Cascarets will strengthen
the walls of the weakened intestines 'and make them act exactly as nature
intended them lo do NO VIOLENCE, but plaWi, soothing action.
Another PROMISE we are willing to make is that Cascarets will prove to
destroy disbe a great PREVENTIVE of DISEASE. They are
and are what soap is for the
ease germs all through the
outer body a perfect cleansing means for the inside body.
One of our mottos has been: "Keep clean inside!" and Cascarets will help
you to do it and avoid disease resulting from internal neglect.
anti-septi- c,

FOOD-CHANNEL-

If you have never tried Cascarets before, go to your druggist
and buy a little 10c bo. It will convince you. BE SUftJB TO GET WHAT
YOU ASK -- THE GENUINE!
T5S
TO-DA-

Superintendent Jnynes, and explained
to the operators,
of whom were
i, that he had no
his personal f rli-voice In the muti r; that he received
his Instructions t:om above.
f?o bitter was t'. fight that no one
tire of the meetreceived written
ing place, and . ai changed at
each meeting an.i the nutlro whisperthe faithful that
ed around ainj;
there would be a meeting tomorrow
a large business
In some room i:
block, a cellar i a garret, as the
case might be.
Manager O'lui n could not stand
It to meet Ills rid friends on the
up, and finally,
street and be p.r
after writing a li'iln note about the
surrounding
him, shot
conditions
himself In the ollice of the Western
Union at San FrarirKo and was bur- :

afterward the

manager at
Houston, Texas, ordered two of his
men to Her.umont to work for the
Associated Tress, and when they refused were summarily discharged.
The operators at the Houston ollice
demanded the reinstatement of the
discharged men. and when their demand was refused they walked out to
the number of twenty-seve- n
men, the
trouble there continuing to this time.
In the early winter the operators
of the Western Union In nearly all
the largo cities circulated a petition
which was almost universally signed
by operators, asking the Western Union for a 10 per cent increase. This
petition was absolutely ignored.
The Western Union men, seeing
how helpless they were as units and
disgusted at the treatment their petition received, began to Join the union In flocks.
After the strike of
1883, the Western Union employed
the sliding scale of pay, a Bystem
whereby each change in employes
meant a reduction In expense if posSoon

V

product.

So we ask you with the endorsement of the American people behind our state-

The man who nearly precipitated a
telegraphers' strike at Chicago was
General Superintendent
Theo. P.
Cook, of the Chicago district. A delegation from the union waited upon
Cook, Intending to urge the reinstatement of the men discharged for activity In unionizing the operators.
Cook refused to meet the committee.

sible.
Since the strike of 1883 the capacity
of wires has been Increased by new

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
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J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE. N. N.
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ccocooocccco
Albuquerque

NORTH

sprniun

Foundry and Machine
.
H4tl, Proprietor
Castings;

r

Works

Iron and Brass
Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Roomlro an mining ana mill Mmehlnor,
poololty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203 WEST

RAILROAD

NeXT 10 BANK
COMMERCE.
NUE

AVE-

OF

w. L.
& co.
F.
Inventions and Improved mechanism;
the operator's capacity has been
DEYOES l;l DV PAINT
LIVEnV. SALE. FEED AND
by the Introduction of the
MINI Square.
Ono (ialliiii
I'evt.
TRANSFER STABLES.
typewriter, which the operator him-sel- f
I'VI.MKTTO ItOOl PAINT
pays for, and salaries have de- Horses and Mules Bought and
Siiih
l'le Xvars.
creased constantly, and new water
has been pumped Into the stock of
408 Wist Railroad Awnu
the Western Union Company.
BEST TOURNOUTS IV THE CITY
Hecond Street, between Railruad and
Our KOI 4.11 nuv work aon's have
NURSERY FKODUCTS
Copper Avenue.
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
I ltl lT
AND
SHADE TREES,
wulnlne Sllltl its, VINES AND FLOWERS.
i i:i:'s
WAL- - Take LAXATIVE BKO.MO
ciioi
Tablets. Druggists refund money if lil'V OF some ONE YOU KXoV.
TON'S Illtl'ti STOKF.
V.
V. GROVE'S N.
It falls 10 cure. E.
AI.tiKlt. 121 SO. WALTER
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen. signature is on each box. 25c.
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ng depths, showing In every case a noticeable decrease
n evaporation with Increase In depth Of applying the
ArJTI-SALOwater and of cultivation. Application for thin bulletin
experi
of
ofllre
the
of
director
should be made to the
ment slatlona, Washington, D. C.
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In speaking of the effort to xclude from the mails
n Cnnada. and to a small extent In this country, particu
President
lars of the Thaw trial, an exchange says that It Is useless
o legislate to prevent people from having what they
APPEAL TO COMMON SENSE
want. This is an enunciation of great fact, but too often
The republican party in In overwhelming majority overlooked, and because so overloaded Is the reason that
In the legislature. It can pass any measure which It there Is such a vast number of dead laws on the statute
books of the county. If the sentiment of a community
denlrea, It can defeat any measure which It oppose
Where, then, Is the wisdom of antagonizing the party In a against any If.w, It may remain on the statute book,
the legislature? The democrats and their revolting re but It will be dead as to execution.
W. 8. STIUCKLKIl,

W. T. McCUEIUHT,

Business Manager.

publican alders and abettors made their fight before the
They were routed horse, foot and artlller.
people.
The people spoke
They were overwhelmingly routed.
The democrats, even with the aid
In thunder tones.
of such republicans as were misled by the hypocrltlcrl
cry of reform, went down to disaster almost unpar-alelleThis was true In the nation and was true ll
the territory. Only In Bernalillo county did the comThree republicans were
bine get a crumb of comfort.
sent to the legislature from this county, on their avowed
They are there, and
hostility to the republican party.
what can they do? They can only rattle around like
three dried peas In a gourd. Kven their four democrat
allies can do them no good, can enable them to accom
plish no purpose. As far as the Bernalillo members are
concerned, they had as well be at home attending to
They have done no good so far,
their private affairs.
they have no prospect of doing anything In the remain
Again The Citizen would enquire
der of the session.
Where Is the wisdom of their continuing to antagonize
their party?
The Good Book tells us that the wlseman foreseeth
the evil and hldeth himself, the foolish pass on and are
punished. No one can be other than foolish who continues to kick against the Inevitable. The bull calf that
tried to butt the moving locomotive off the bridge, met
lie was tossed aside,
the fate which was Inevitable.
the locomotive passed unchecked upon Its way. A spectator said he admired the spunk of the little fellow, but
The Bernalillo
he could not say much of Its discretion.
members of the legislature, who no doubt love the'r
party and Its principles, who desire doubtless the welfare of the territory and would like to do something for
the county which sent them to Santa Fe, should cancel
their unholy alliance with the democrats, should return
to the party fold, and no longer give aid and comfort to
the few papers In the territory all democrats In fact
and all such In name, with a single exception which by
Tillalnous, libelous and Inexcusable abuse of the repub
Ucan party, are making the Bernalillo legislators abso
lute zeros In the legislative session.
d.
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SECRETARY LEFFINCWELL OF
FRISCO SCHOOL BOARD TALKS
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San Franciscoa board of education, In declaring
or the separate schooling of the Japanese, did noth- ng more than to put into effect a law of California.
This law. It is true, was made operative for the first
time in San Francisco; yet, had not the state legislature
previously passed the law, there would have resulted
no triangular controversy between Washington, Toklo,
nd San Francisco. Thus San Francisco was not the
originator of a sudden or radical policy, as those ignor
ant of the local situation would have It.
The people of California wanted the law, and the
entire PAclfic coast upheld the attitude of the school
board with Impressive unanimity.
It must be . understood at the outset that San
Francisco does not deny, and never has denied, the
Japanese entrance to the public schools. The yellow
hlldren have received as careful Instruction and as
ust treatment as the children of citizens. For years
the Chinese pupils have been educated in the Oriental
school, formerly In Chinatown, and have preferred a
seclusion In which their special needs may be better
attended to.
When the Oriental schol was rebuilt, after the April
re, In a more central location, allowance was made for
the accommodation of the Japanese pupils. An order
egregatlng the Japanese with the Chinese and Korean
pupils In the new oriental school was thereafter passed
by the board of education.
Then It was that the local
Japanese newspapers took up the cry that the Mikado's
subjects were being treated with Indignity; that they
were evidently viewed as an Inferior race. As the Jap
anese are an extremely proud, as well as excitable peo- le, the appeal of the local Japanese consul to boycott
the school was taken In earnest. Highly colored accounts traveled across the Pacific, and the Mlkado'a
government was given to believe that wrongs had been
nfllcted In violation of treaty rights. President Roose
LESSON OF THAW TRIAL
velt later Intervened in behalf of the disputed treaty.
What did they do at the trial today?" There Is These facts, In short, underlie the Japanese school
The Thaw case looms above
no need to ask what trial.
While It Is the purpose of this article to treat the
all the others. The whole world la like a gossiping vtl
lage. As In the country side men and women roll th school matter as a thing entirely apart from the grow
latest scrap of scandal under their eager tongues so the ing movement for the restriction of Japanese Immigraworld awaits every detail of this trial, eager for every tion, certain phases of the Industrial and economical
situation on the western coast must be briefly alluded to.
new feature.
Crltlca far from the scene have misunderstood some
pay
here
to
attention,
because
well
world
does
The
points which, we venture to say, even the
fundamental
j
lov-upon a stage is being told the old, old tragedy of
A brief review of these points Is,
and hate and lucre and lust where all cau see and learn Japanese concede.
necessary to an Intelligent understanding of
a lesson. True, the story Is noxious and sometimes therefore
Every the school situation.
nauseating, but Its effect Is not unwholesome.
In the" territory of Hawaii, the half-wa- y
station
so often people need to be shown the dangers that linger
Francisco and the Orient, the Japanese
in dissipation and unholy passion, the dangers of giving between San past
eight years outnumbered the combinway to luring temptations and the sure punishment that have for the
population
all
ed
of
other nationalities on these Islands.
lurks In violation of moral law.
Japanese have used their earnings out
At this trial is given an object lesson fit the frailty The Hawaiian
the, sugar plantations to embark Into business,
of human life, the forces that play upon It, the weak of
monopolizing
all of the minor trades. They have also
spoiled
nesses that betray it to Its undoing. There sits a
to underbid all other competitors even Chiof r?sl been able
lacking in the
boy,
nese In mechanical and Industrial lines. With their
manhood. Was he Insane when he wrote the last r?1 earnings they 111 the steerages of steamships leaving
by
upon
chapter with his pistol? Or was he wrought
for the Pacific coast, their places being taken by fresh
Jealousy under brain weakness? Or was there left In arrivals
ftom Japan. , This endless tide of low-clahis decadent soul a spark of manhood that flamed up cooly Immigration has caused fear on the part of
say.
wrongs
of a wife? The jury must
to avenge the
white laborers on the coast that their standard of living
who was the cause cf would be lowered and their occupations ultimately takThere sits the woman-chil- d
the tragedy. A frail butterfly, a singed moth. Is she en from them, as happened In Hawaii. For this reason,
to blame, or did her mother push her too close to (he labor has stood together agalnBt admitting Japanese
Was there a corner In her wayward competition Into the Bkllled trades and the labor necescandle flame?
haart for the man she called husband? Was she In real sary to maintaining these trades. However, the Jap
danger from White? This the world wants to know.
anese already monopolize house cleaning In San Fran
d
mother of the defendant. cisco, and have thrown many cooks, waiters
jrvdj
There is the
Does conscience torture her and tell her she pampered shoemakers out of work. Yet the demand for labor of
Has the sin of the father, all kinds Is- so great that no spirit of antagonism has
her! boy into weakness?
through her, been visited upon her son? Is her boy developed among the whites unless In fear of the fudegenerate, or congenltally warped, or only mortal frail? ture. The rights of the Japanese are as carefully guardThe' Jury must decide.
ed as those of the whites. The Japanese walk the
There also, though unseen to mortal eye, sits the streets unmolested and have suffered no persecution
wraith of the murdered man. What Bort of man was of any kind, although unjust reports have been circuWas he a man lated in some instances to the contrary.
It may be
this; poor ghost In his mortal
of kindly Instincts who wanted to help the poor and said that the Japanese found no stronger sympathy In
struggling genius, or was he what he has been painted
their war with Russia than in San Francisco.
After the calamity of last April they received not
a vlllaVious despoiler of Innocence? The Jury must de
only Red Cross supplies and clothing along with the
termlne.
Somewhere In all this tangled skein is the truth whites, but were given the money appropriated for their
which the jury which, fortunately is not made up of relief by their own government. Nevertheless, the Jap
derelects or men of low Intelligence will unravel; and anese are justly consldred aliens apart from America In
the world reads Its evening newspaper and watches, but thought: custom and sympathy. They have no wish to
underneath the moving pictures Is the legend which al- do else in this country than acquire wealth or the
ways remains and which he who runs may read: "Tho knowledge that will assist Japan In competition with
other nations. So much for the exclusion movement.
soul that Blnneth it Bhall die."
Its cause and object.
The board of education, however, took none of these
No one can look at a map of New Mexico and not
be convinced that as soon as the limit has been reache.l phases into consideration In the Oriental school matter.
In the creation of necessary new counties, the demand Objections of parents to their small sons and daughters
will be imperative to rectify county lines, which now sitting with adult or adolescent Japanese, It may be
generally look as though they had been laid out by hap said, was perhaps the greatest factor In determining
hazard.
Santa Fe and Eddy are the best exceptions. the change. The attitude of the board may properly
Han Juan, Luna, Quay, Guadalupe, do fairly well; Ber he stated as follows:
The fire, condensing the population into the un- nallllo projects a finger Into Torrance, and so It goes
If the new county of Torrance, as proposed, shall cut off burned and the entirely new districts, placed the school
In a serious predicament.
Temporary build
thls finger, thus straightening the line of that county as department
desk-roowas
well as the line of this county, The Citizen sees but llttk: ings were erected where possible, but
barely
to
sufftcent
children.
white
accommodate
reverss
objection thereto.
But when It Is proposed to
In as much as no foreigners are allowed to acquire
the present condition, by sticking a finger from Torrance
Into Bernalillo. In order to add to Torrance the Escabosa property by purchase or lease or to conduct business
neighborhood, it seems to this paper that the act is alike of any description In Japan except In the foreign sec
tions of the few treaty ports, it was not foreseen that
needless and Improper.
Japan could with Justice or reason dictate the manner
in which her subjects should receive free education at
A great ado is being made
Newton lit publican:
expense of the citizens of San Francisco.
the
over the gift of Rockefeller to the cause of educat! a
Again, the cooly class Is distinctly a servile class
Thirty-tw- o
millions Is a handsome sum for one man to
give, but John 1). did not give away his own money. H' in Japan. The coolies are almost a separate people
son John announced that at a certain date in the future from the representatives of the upper strata who are
ever welcomed to our western colleges. They land In
the sum would be available and the cute father then America
with a small knowledge of the "three R's" In
proceeds to put up the price Vf gasolene and other oil
own tongue, and with no knowledge of English.
So the great their
products to take effect Immediately.
they by any means bright in their studies above
N'or
philanthropist is only giving away the surplus money any are
similar class of immigrants.
other
obtained from consumers. Of course hu was not doing
The Japanese have justly acquired the reputation
business at a loss before he raised the price, and as th of being a cleanly race. This
does not prevent
raise In due time will furnish the millions given away, who are struggling to save money, by any means, those
from
we can hardly see why any great credit Khould be give
violating the cubic air law. The Japanese, as a rule,
to John I), for his generosity. H Is our money lie
sleep in as crowded quarters as the Chinese, although
giving away.
without the Chinese hublt of boarding up windows and
air spaces. This herding spreads contageous disease
A telegram ftom Imperial, Cal., last week, conveye
and Infections, of which fear of quarantine prevents their
the Information that the last water coming through the notifying the health authorities.
Moreover, rigid gov
off,
after
break In the Colorado river had been shut
eminent Inspection falls to prevent the entrance of lm
long and hard struggle by the Southern l'aciflc Hailroa migrants afflicted with the dreaded
tra
a
company.
The New and Alamo livers carrying
choma. This latter phase has as much as anything else
goiii
rapidly
are
sea
Sallon
to
the
from the Colorado
prejudiced white parents against the association of
down in the valley. It Is expected that the Salton Be their children with the Japanese In the schools.
will now fall hteadily and will fully disappear throug
The board of education has from the first made
evaporation In about ten years.
The floods have cause Its position clear In the matter of the Oriental school.
va
little actual damage to the cultivated lands of the
It has not desired to antagonize the Japanese people,
ley.
anu nas Hoped that they might see the advantage of
separate education. Certainly, the controversy that has
During the past few years experiments have bee followed its action would seem out of proportion to
made by the ollice of experiment stations in
the cause. If Kan Francisco has been excited at all over
tlon with the state of California to measure the losses o the question, the provocation lies in the unfounded and
water by evaporation from irrigated orchards In Cal unjust assertion that the Japanese were denied a free
fornla, and to determine the effectiveness in checkin
eiiuiution in jier schools. Rash criticism by those
away from the scene of knowledge and action has
these losses, of various methods of appling the wate
The experiments In never, as history shows, been conducive to a friendly
and of cultivation after irrigation.
eluded applying the water at different depths, varyin understanding in any dispute. San Francisco Is no
from the surface to two feet, and of cultivation at vary exception to this rule.
.
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The Advice of Wisdom

MEET NG

Strong Block

Annual Report of W. W. Hav
ens Is Listened to With
Great Interest.

11

The largest audience In the history
of the new Presbyterian church gathered last evening for the purpose of
listening to the first annual report of
Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
n
of the
League of New
Mew Mexico and Arizona. Not only
was the main auditorium
of the
church filled but the Sabbath school
rooms and the gallery also. All the
Protestant churches In the city united
In the service and the pastors with
few exception were present either on
the platform or In the pews.
Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of the First
Presbyterian church, presided over
the meeting; Rev. J. T. McNIel of the
First Baptist church delivered the
opening prayer; Rev. O. B. Holllday
of the Highland Methodist church
pronounced the benediction, while the
main portion of the service, including
the address, was left for Mr. Havens.
The address of the superintendent
was mainly Interesting from the facts
which he recited In relation to the
orprogress made by the national
ganization In other portions of the
country. He said that "In 1905 one-fifof the Unjted States was dry and
in 1906 the proportion had Increased
to
The attention of the
audience was called to the fact that
the greatest gains which the temperance sentiment has made. Is In
those portions of the country, where
the liquor manufacturing Interests
are the greatest. The report showed
that In such states as Kentucky, Ten
nessee and Ohio no license Is gaining
with wonderful rapidity, 101 counties
out of 119 having voted no licenses.
This he said was wonderful In view
of the fact that the state has 293 distilleries. In speaking 'of the work in
the territories Mr. Havens said that
"the league had been started but thirteen months ago and that so far the
time had been taken up with perfecting the organization through the addition of local bodies In the principal
towns.." He pointed with pride, however, to the advance made in Arizona
legislation
through tho
n
and to the growth of the
sentiment In the Pecos district and
through the northern portion of New
Anti-Saloo-
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la getting to be more and more ap
preciated by those who pride themselves on the beauty and comfort of
their homes. Therefore, In furnish-

prompts purchases of rugs and carpets here. It's easy to tell you that,
perhaps harder to prove. Our only
object In Inserting this ad. Is to get
you to call here and put us to any
reasonable test as to rug value any
floor covering you to be the judge
as to designs and figures selling figures, we mean.

Corner

ing your parlor do not be misled by
any display of over embellished furniture, but select the styles which
show that simplicity of elegance
which marks the truly artistic.

Second and

Copper

Axminster, Velvet, Smyrna
or Body Brussels.
g

Ruggs, Ranges,Furniture.

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President
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Mexico.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

At the close of the service a subscription and collection was taken up
for league purposes. Special music
was furnished by the choir of the
The Martha society of the LuthFirst Presbyterian church and the
church will serve a lunch at the
service was tt most Interesting one eran
home of Mrs. H. Westerfleld, 415
throughout.
Fourth Btreet, Wednesday afternoon.

CONVICT

AT LARGE

DE-

FIES MOUNTED POLICE
Gabriel Romero Announces
His Intention to Die
Fighting.

Willis Maxwell Goodhue's
Superb Dramatization of
Marie Corelli's
Marvelous Romance

Thelma
With

sad-face-

-

IS,

STRONG

self-contr- ol

over-Indulge- d,

Linoleum

F. H.

Simplicity.

rEBHCAHT

"Go back and be imprisoned, but
tell the mounted police that I will
I
never return to the penitentiary.
am armed and ready for them. They
may kill me, but they will never take
me alive."
Such was the word which Juan
Gomez, alias Gonzales, the Guadalupe
county horse thief and cattle rustler,
who, together with Gabriel Romero,
also a horse thief, escaped some
three weeks ago from the territorial
dellverey to Captain
penitentiary,
Fred Fornoff, of the mounted police,
After the escape tne
on Saturday.
two criminals made their way Into
the mountains of Guadalupe county,
whence they were pursued by the
mounted police with bloodhounds.
The chase was a moBt exciting one
and on Beveral occasions the runescaped capture.
aways narrowly
Finally Gomez, wearied by the priva
tions which he underwent and ap
parently realizing the hopelessness of
escape, announced his Intention or
giving himself up, which he did by
walking into the Santa Fe Central
railway station at Torrance on Fri
day and announcing his Identity to
Before leaving his com
the agent.
panion he received the above mes
sage from him, which he delivered to
Capt. Fred Fornoff on Saturday
Gomez Is now In solitary confinement
at Santa Fe and the opportunity to
escape will not again be offered him
He told Captain Fornoff that while
he was with Romero In the mountains
they had robbed a cabin and that in
that way had secured a plentiful
armament, which was still In the pos
session of Romero. He believes that
the convict still at large will fight
desperately before surrender.

Carolyne McLean
Thelma

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wo koop

ovorytblna la slock to outfit ibo
tar eomplota

most fastidious

Have been appointed exclusive agenta In the Southwest for Joe. S.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayera Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
received by us from the best Uerlee,
Bat sell tie straight article
DiBt'.lleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee Utt,
Issued to dealer only.
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Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

Elks' Opera House
February 18
60c, 75c

and

$1.00

Simple,

Seats on sale Saturday, Feb 16.

Cheap.
Economical.

COAL

The Albuquerque
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Gas, Electric Light

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
98.60
PER TON

and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

S.
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PIONEER

C. A. and C. GRANDE.

WMOLKBALtt DMALKRB IN

AT

Prices

mourn

firbt btrbki.

gecretarr
Treaairer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suocesaora to
..JJ
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.

fiction.

John

4.

Chma. Mollni,
O. Bachechl,

has been read by more people
than any novel since "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," and Ranks as
the masterpiece of English

NOTICK OF SAI.K.
Territory ot Mew Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
George I Brooks, plaintiff, vs. A. J.
Hamilton, defendant. No. 7139.
Notice is hereby given by the un
derslgned sheriff of Bernalillo coun
ty, that I will on Tuesday, the 26th
day of February, A. D. 1907, at the
hour of 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day, at the front dor of the
court house, of the county of Bernalillo, offer for sale and sell to the
highest and best tddder for cash, the
following described property, belong
ing to the said defendant A. J. Ham
One dresser, one wash
llton.
Btand, one cot and one Ice box; the
said property having been levied upon
by me. under and by virtue of an exe
cution Issued In the above entitled
rendered
cause, unon a Judgment
therein, on the 26th day of January,
J.
A. 1). 1907, against the said A.
Hamilton, for the sum of $334.95,
of
the
of foods
of the most nutritious
which with interest to the date
BooJ, wholesome bread and less of
sale, will amount to $340 and costs.
your gain
ARMIJO,
note
and
the
PERFECTO
In health. Ditto in money saving, beSheriff of Bernalillo County, N. M.
cause bread is cheaper than meats
just as gratifying
and
'00 llKWAKU.
to the appetite. To get the best bread
Is offered for the capture of
Pettlne. the muderer of Bene- and other flour products, always orCKEAM."
detto Berardtaielll. Crime was com- der
mitted In Albuquerque Monday, FebBAKERY,

ruary

J. D. Eakla, President
G. Gloml, Vice President,

Rhone Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today to b the best la the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

JMUSSIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

C

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay.
ment plan,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
118 South Second street

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNRTT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Oe0000OWO

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Bran diss. Etc.

J

MAM PLC A NO

CLUB BOOM

B

oiaMicfBiciBua

MONDAY,

fKBIUJAKY

ALBUQUERQUE ' EVENING CITIZEN.

IS, lt07.

MISS GEHREH6
LIKELY

CONCERN FLOODED WITH

OLD

CHANGES

TO

BOOSTERS

HANDS

RECOVER

IS

SANTA FE

g,

This morning the announcement
n
was made that the
Albuquerque Hardware
company
had
changed hands and that the new style
of the concern would be the Wagner
Hardware company.
The president
and manager of the new company Is
John G. Wagner, who has been prominent kn the business circles of the
territory for the past twenty years,
and who has since he first cams to
New Mexico been engaged in the
hardware business. Mr. Wagner first
entered the business at Kingston, N.
M., after which he opened a store in
the same line at Las Vegas. For the
past two years he has been acting In
the capacity of general salesman for
the Whitney company.
Frank Coulthard, who has been
with
the Albuquerque
Hardware
company for several years, will be associated with Mr. Wagner in the
management
of the new concern,
which will undoubtedly meet with
the same generous patronage
from
the public which was accorded Its
predecessor.
well-know-

SHERIFF IS

COMING.

Sheriff Cunningham of Golden, Col,,
has wired the local police that he will
leave Golden this evening with requisition pnpers for Charles Cobb, alias
Robert Perry, and W. P. Strickland,
who were arrested here Saturday by
the police upon receipt of telegrams
from the Colorado authorities. Sheriff
Cunningham is expected to arrive
here about Wednesday evening to secure his prisoners.

.

TELEGRAPHIC

ctm-flrm-

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New Yore Stocks.

May cotton

$9.38

,

American Sugar
135
Amalgamated Copper
....114
American Smelters
144 H
American Car Foundry
43
Atchison com
103
Anaconda
294
Baltimore and Ohio
113
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
73
Canadian Pacific
187
Colorado Fuel
49
Chicago Northwestern
165
Erie com . .'
35
Louisville and Nashville
135
Missouri Pacific
83
National Lead '
73
New York Central'
128
Norfolk
86
'
Northern Pacific
154
Ontario and Western
45
Pennsylvania
130
Reuding com
124
Rock Island com
26
Southern Pacific
93
Southern Railway
26
St. Paul
149
BURNS REMANDED TO
Union Pacific
175
V, S. S. com
45
V.
S. S. pfd
105
JAIL AFTER HEARING
31
Greene Con
5
Santa Fe Copper
4
5
CONFESSED THAT UK SECl'KED Arizpe
190
Calumet and Arizona
E.Mil.NEEll'S WAGES OX 1AY
North Butte
112
CHECK.
37
Hutte Coal
Niplssing
13
One Burns, alias C. V. Lawton,
Old
58
Dominion
who was arrested by the police late
22
Saturday
afternoon
for obtaining Shannon
94
money under false pretenses, was ar- Copper Range
22
raigned before Judge Craig this af- Greene Cunanea
ternoon and bound over to await the
Kansas vlij Live Stock.
action of the grand Jury. He was
reKansas City. Fb. 18. Cattle
remanded to the Bernalillo
county ceipts
12,000, including 1,000 southJail.
Burns, who worked a short time erners. Market steady to a shade lowNative steers $4.20 6.60; southat firing a Santa Fe yard engfne In er.
cows
the Albuquerque yards, confessed to ern steers 3.505.25jfcSOUthern
Chief McMlllin that he presented $2.503.75; native cHi and heifers
stockers and feeders
himself as Engineer J. C. Tlmms and 2. 50(5.00;
asked for his pay check for 92.60. $3.4O4.80; bulls $2.7534.25; calves
He signed the receipt and later cash- $3.26(3 7.25; western fed steers $4.00
5.90; western fed cows $2.754.50.
ed the check.
Sheep receipts
10,000.
Market
When the police got Burns he had
$4.5006.00;
lambs
succeeded in disposing of nearly all steady. Muttons
of the money. He had but 60 cents $7.0007.50; range wethers $5.25
6.60; fed ewes $4. 505.50.
on his person.
Chicago Livestock.
Burns as a fireman has about $18
Chicago, Feb. 18. Cattle receipts
coming to him from the Santa Fe,
this is said to have been gnrnisheed 28,000, market for best steady; others weak to 10 cents lower. Beeves
by a local merchant.
$4.00!6.90; cows and heifers $1.60
( 5.25;
stockers and feeders $2,50 0
4.70; Texuns $3.6004.75; calves $6.00
PROF. STERLING GIVES
'.

4ji7.75.

ADVICE

TO CHILDREN

Sheep receipts 30,000, market 10c
lower. Sheep $3.4005.50; lambs $4.50
7.50.

IT IS A CIUMH TO 1HHXT A GUN
OF ANY KIM) AT ANY IT.K-SOAT ANY TIME.
Superintendent's Office, Feb. 18.
Dear Principal:
You have doubtless heard of the
distressing accident resulting In the
shooting of Miss Hazel Gehrlng, of
the eighth grade, Central school.
A
like occurrence last year in these
schools, and the constant repetition
of this old, old story everywhere, the
country over, makes it quite necessary that someone should instruct
children emphatically in the matter
of handling guns of any kind, or perhaps I had better say, "in the matter
of letting firearms alone."
Children
should be taught that it is a CHIME
TO POINT A Cil'N OF ANY KIND
AT ANY PERSON AT ANY TIME.
There Is no danger of giving this
matter
and I would
suggest that you show this letter to
each of your teachers, with a view to
having this matter brought before
the pupils most forcibly.
Yours sincerely,
W. V. STERLING.
Supt. City Schools.
N

s,

Produce Market.
Chicago, Feb. 18. Closing quotations:
July
Wheat May
July
Corn May
July
Oats May
Pork May $16.75; July $16.80

78j.
46.

78;
47;
40;

16.85.

Lard
Ribs

37.

May $9.65; July $9.67.
May $9.22; July $9.30.

Money Market.

Money
on
18.
New York, Feb.
per cent; prime mercull firm,

65

cantile paper
c.

68

66

per cent; silver

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Feb. 18. Wool market

steady. Territory and western mediums 23 j2Sc; tine mediums 18f20c;
tine

14

16c.

Metal Market.

New York, Feb. 18. Lead steady
$6.000 6.30; copper firm $25.00'u
25.25.

Selter Market.

St. Louis, Feb. 18.
$6.75.

JIST

Spelter lower,

A WORD TO YOl

It may be that you have been considering the advisability of purchasTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
ing a piano. If so, we ask you to
Inspect our line of pianos now, as we
FOR SALE Furniture of a
house; all new; used only five win reduce our large stock in order
to make more room In our store dur
months. 306 West H lining.
Afting the progress of Improvements
ernoons.
now under way. Ask for our special
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished terms and prices.
house, also two and three room
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN,
flats, very reasonable to good ten206 West Oold Avenue,
ants. Apply at i 15 West Railroad
o
avenue.
Subscribe for Tlie Evening Citlien.
five-roo-

m

FARE CRUSADE

T

SWEEPING ENTIRE COUNTRY

A Value of Values

It required two coaches to carry
the crowd which left Albuquerque for
Santa Fe on train No. 10 this morning. The special rate of $3.20 round
trip fare proved a strong Inducement
for an exodus to the territorial capital and then there were the delegates
to the good roads convention, who
were named at the meeting of the
board of county commissioners Saturday, and the legislators who Sundayed
in the Duke City. Most everyone at
the depot this morning was going to
Santa Fe. The ticket office gave It
out that 100 tickets were sold.
The occasion of the cheap rate to
the capital and return this evening
was the pilgrimage Inaugurated
by
the Boosters' club, which goes capital-war- d
armed with certain representations they wish to make to the legislature with respect to flood protection
for Albuquerque from the Rio Grande
and measures, which will result In
the reduction of county officials' salaries.
Just how the Boosters propose to
go about getting what they want from
the legislature is not quite clear but
they hope to make a showing in Santa Fe of the amount of interest that
is taken in Albuquerque and Bernalillo county by the people thereof. It
was a Jolly,
good natured crowd
which got aboard the cars Just before the conductor signalled for the
train to depart and most of the number will return home this evening,
while the remainder will stay to look
after personal business matters or
continue their Journey to other parts
after a visit to the capital.
Among those who depurted
this
morning were Mayor Frank McKee,
Axel V. Tegner, J. L. LaDrlere, Frank
A. Hubbell, E. W. Dobson, H. B.
Wallace Hesselden, John Lee
Clark. Dr. Geo. W. Harrison, ThoB.
N. Wllkerson, Maynard Gunsul, Wm.
H. Chllders, R. W. Hadden, Dr. C
H. Conners and others.
Mr. Chllders goes to Santa Fe on
private business. This evening
he
will leave the capital for Raton, where
he represents Delegate Andrews In
In
the election contest, testimony
which will be taken tomorrow at
three named places In the Mouse City.
Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas represents Mr. Larrazolo.
Dr. Conner Is president of the New
Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
The
board meets, pursuant to the president's call. In Santa Fe tomorrow for
the purpose of examining applicants
to practice in the territory.
The goods roads convention, which
assembles in Santa Fe today, will discuss the matter of better highways
and outline plans for securing them.
The representation from Albuquerque
and Bernalillo county includes:
Albuquerque C. M. Foraker, H.
ISlueher. J. E. Matthew, William Farr,
Jacobo Yrisarrl and Fred Otero.
Albuquerque Jesus Romero,
Old
and Santiago Garcia.
Atrlsco Manuel A. Jaramillo'.
Parajito K. B. Clark.

State Legislatures The Pennsylvania House Passes Bill.
Chicago, Feb. 18. The two-cerailroad fare crusade is sweeping
through the United States. In nearly
a score of state legislatures bills fixing
a maximum rate for the carrying of
passengers on railroads at two cents
a mile are pending, and In most of
these states the bill seems certain to
be passed.
Ohio led the way a year ago by
passing a
fare law. The
railroads of ttn.-- t state adjusted themselves to the law and made the rate
without an ar,peal to the courts. Already this year the legislatures of
West Virginia and Arkansas have sent
two-cefare bills to the governors
for their signatures. In Iowa, Indiana
and Pennsylvania the two-cebill
has passed one or the other of the
two houses of the legislature. In Missouri both houses have passed two-cebills which differ only slightly
and can be readily reconciled. In only
one state so far. South Dakota, has
the two-cefare bill been definitely
defeated.
The movement Is more general In
Its scope than the famous granger
legislation of many decades ago, when
many states of the middle west cut
passenger fares to three cents a mile.
Their right to do so was upheld by
the United States supreme court after
a bitter legal fight. The following Is
a summary of the status of the two-cefare legislation In the various
states:
Arkansas Passed without giving
the railroads a chance to present their
side of the case.
nt

nt

nt
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An offering far above what
you have ever known at tha
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing in tha highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly wall
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.

REALLY "BILL" T!

Drops $500 fin Albuquerque,
Then Flutters Away
to El Paso.
A young man stylishlly dressed, of
medium, height and weight, with a

springy step, climbed the steps at
Sturges European hotel . on Friday
night with a great deal of labor. He
was sllghtlty indisposed, apparently
from excessive drink.
"Haven't got a cent, but would like
to have a room; got a letter of credit
for $5,000," he said.
"John Jones," he wrote on the register, after asking the clerk If he had
to register his own name.
The following morning, as Mr.
Jones came from his room, he ran
Into the colored porter.
"Good Lord, Mr. Thaw, where did
you come from?" said the darky, In a
voice trembling with fear.
The young man brushed the negro,
to one side with, " Get out, you black
rascal; you don't know me."
The porter, who Just recently came
to the European, said that he would
have sworn that the man was Harry
Thaw, the man on trial In New York
for his life for the killlne of Stanford
White. He says that he used to work
for the Thaws in Pittsburg.
At the White Elephant saloon,
where Mr. John Jones spent some
time and money on Saturday, he told
the bartender that his name was
Willie Thaw and that ha was a cousin
to Harry Thaw. The letter of credit
story proved to be true, and Mr. John
Jones drew $500 at a local bank.
This money ho spent quite liberally
at the bars around town.
While in
his cups he made no pretense of being
anything but the real Mr. Thaw; in
fact, he seemed to be very proud of
the relationship.
He explained his
presence in the city this way;
He
anad a party of hunters were on their
way to Mexico. He left the train at
the station, to come over to the city,
and when he came to his train had
gone. As a sample of his fastidious
taste, on Saturday evening he hired a
cab to ride from the corner of Second
street and Railroad avenuo to the
European hotel ,a distance of one
block.
He paid his hotel bill and disappeared last night, and it Is thought
that Mr. Thaw, alias Mr. John Jones,
is now in El I'aso.

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

ALBERT FABER'Q
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

. . Staab Building

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

nt

WHEN

you pay all bills b y check, your business la recorded
Each Item shows for itself. There la a
record of all receipt and expenditure! In your bank

book.
Tor every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and email

nt

account.

.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

MADE BY A DENVER MAN

Chas. L. KeppelerS

It handles about eight tons of ore

in
Larger tons,

the usual working day.
up to any amount, will be ca,-cfor
by duplicate machines, the same as
In any other form of table concentra-tluThe cost of the dry machines
Is $200 each, and they will be manu
factured In Denver.
The one I saw
In operation
was working tailings
from Wllflcy tables, produced at the
Colorado xlnc mill in West Denver.
Two mine operators were there one
from Aspen, the other from Lead
vllle both watching it with the
keenest Interest, "for," said tho Lead
ville man, "I have a very large body
of low grade ore which for want of
proper and economical concentration
I am unable to work. If this method
will do the business, it wilj mean a
great deal to me and to many other
mining men who are similarly handi
capped.
Both will send lots of ore here 1 3
be tested by Mr. Behrens' process.
Expulsion of Tailings.
In a large mill, according to the
inventor's statement, all the tailings
and the dust arising from crushing
or grinding, will be carried down be
neath the flooring and deposited In
the open air outside the building, so
that the workmen will not be sub
jected to annoyance.
He is making
a 75 per cent extraction from mill
tailings, but thinks he can make a 90
per cent saving on the bulk of the
ores produced from Colorado mines.
He feels sure of beating the methods
of wet concentration now employed
The machine Is running at 1711 Cali
fornia street and Is attracting tho at
tention of a great many mining and
mill men, who are Interested In concentration. It is certainly very interesting and looks as if it might be
several steps nearer to the final solu
tion of the great problem on which
some of the best talent In the coun
try has, for the last twenty year.
been engaged.
There is no organi
zation, no stock company connected
with It Just the inventor, acting for
himself alone. If he succeeds, it will
new
be the beginning of a large,
manufacturing establishment In Den
ver.

DEALER IN

n.

ditch, to Corralos and the proposed
repair work on the Barelas bridge.
The contract price is $785.
The county commissioners met at
the Bernalillo county court house
MRS. REYES. WITH
this morning to open the sealed bids
on the repair and construction work
that have been advertised.
The bid
of Garcia and Gurule was found to
ONE HAND AX
be the lowest.
The other bidders were D. D.
Sampsell, Trlplett & Vanklrk, A. D.
and W. L. Trimble.
Gallant SpoHse Came to Res- Johnson
County Surveyor Pitt Ross report-- i
ed to the commissioners that the sec- -'
cue of Wife in Most
ond dam at the Chamlsal ditch Is
finished and that It cost $187.
This
Violent Manner.
Is the place where the river broke
through last year.
Mr. Ross recommended
that the
in Old AlOne, Myers, who
west bank of the Rio Grande above
buquerque, was arraigned this after- the Barelas
bridge be protected
noon before Justice of the Peace Jose where the river is now cutting into It.
Romero of precinct 13 on a charge
Only Commissioners Springer and
of having assaulted Mis. Legorla Rey- ArmlJo were present at the meeting.
es, a native woman with a deadly
weapon and bound ove r to the grand .MISSOI RI Ol'STEIt
Jury. Tho weapon was a hand axe,
ACTION' CONCLUDED.
which weighs probably a pound and a
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18. Hearing
half. The Reyes woman showed the In the ouster case of the state against
Justice a scalp wound that appeared the alleged combination of the Standas if It had been maJ? with a Bharp ard, Republic and Waters-Pierc- e
Oil
Instrument of some description.
companies was concluded today beSatThe alleged assault occurred
fore Special Commissioner Anthony.
urday afternoon about 4 o'clock. It John D. Johnson, counsel for the
followed a
between Mrs. Waters-Tierc- e
Oil company
offered
Myers and Mrs. Reyes. The testimony the nnute book of the company
to
w
the relief
showed that Myers came
ith a statement that the respondents
of his wife with the 1. itchet.
would rest their ca.se, provided the
rewomen
The quarrel between the
commissioner would, If convenient to
sulted over Myers refusing to permit himself and counsel, hear such com-- j
yard
his
when mutative evidence as the defense
the woman to cross
she went after water i'i a neighboring might wish to offer after defense
yard.
read the records. This formal tender
of evidence practically closed the de-- !
fense and Commissioner Anthony will
A RICH TREAT IS IN STORE rOU
now begin the preparation of his re
I.OVLUS OF
.MJI LECTI'IU'S
ports to the supreme court.
WHEN
'CYCLONE"
KOITIIEKS
DI I.IVI ICS HIS GREAT I.ECTl'HK
AT
THE
1'IRST
That big cracker sale Is on all this
METHODIST
CHOICH, ON "IF I WERE THE
week at the Albuquerque Cash (Jro-- 1 '
DEVIL."
eery Co., $15 Marble avenue. Large
o
Garcia & Gurule have been award- - boxes Nabisco, 20c; small boxes, 3 for
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE ed the contract for repairing the 25c; 8 packages Uneeda Biscuit, 6 for
ELEPHANT.
bridges and approaches to Chamlsal 25c; one dozen other kinds, 3 for 25c.

MYERS

-b-

er

NEW DRY CONCENTRATOR

1.

l-

1

nt

Denver, Colo., Feb. 18. Dry concentration Is coming in as a powerS.
ful factor In our milling of ores.
K. Behrens, of Denver, has, after
two years spent In experimental
work, perfected a machine which
bears every appearance of being a
decided success.
Mr. Behrens has
had much experience with wet methods and his present invention Is the
concrete result of such experience,
combined with earnest study and meDry concentration Is
chanical skill.
not a new thing by any means, but
the device under present consideration seems to be a very desirable Improvement upon others, that have
been applied elsewhere.
This maInches wide by
chine Is twenty-tw- o
elecfive i feet in W'ngthls rus i
tricity, but inay be" pri'!'tled' by
steam or water power, 'lire length
of the table now used will be shortened; those which are to follow having a length of only four feet.
The Method EitiployiMl.
dry concentrator
The
Behrens
works entirely on the vacuum principle, drawing the air In 'through the
mouth of a rapidly vibrating table
and down through hollow metallic
riffles.
The air. In passing through
these riffles, which are perforated,
carries the silica and lighter material
through the rlflles onto a board, discharging the same as tailings, while
the heavier material or concentrate
Is deposited over the lower end of the
table In a receptacle placed there for
this purpose.
The top of the table
Is of glass, placed Just above the
rlflles.
The entire process Is extremely simple and very effective in
saving the values.
The minerals if
various specific gravities are separated each by Itself by removing the
heavier first and throwing all the
lighter over as tailing, which are
subsequently worked for their respective specific gravities.
Much depends upon the sizing, which is accomplished by a separate machine
when the crude ore is reduced and
sized as a condition precedent to concentration,
Absolutely DnxtlcMM.
The machine is absolutely dustless.

(

Come prepared for a big surprise, a you will pronounce
1
this the most decided bargain
i
i
i
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
tbe late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full sice or three-quartsize at
y E DOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIV- E
TWENTY-F- I
DOLLARS.

--

nt

Fer-gusso- n,

MR. JOHN JONES WAS

ILL.

ym-frpT--

Indiana Senate bill making a passenger ticket rate of 2 cents per mile,
and 2H cents per mile when collected
on trains, passed house; final passage
certain.
Iowa Possed house Tuesday, now
before railroad committee of senate;
may be held there until action is taken by the railroad commission of Wisconsin on a similar bill now before
that commission.
Illinois Bills
pending
in one
branch of legislature.
Kansas Bill In legislature.
Minnesota Pending before the senate committee on railroads; certain
to pass.
Missouri House and senate both
passed, now awaiting conference over
amendments.
Nebraska Bill drafted by Joint
house and senate committee, vote expected In house today; both houses
favorable to bill.
North Carolina House passed
bill;. senate considering 2 4 cent
fare bill.
Ohio Two-cefare bill passed In
spring of 1906.
Oklahoma Two-cefare provision
may be Included In the constitution.
Pennsylvania House passed
bill yesterday; goes to senate.
South Dakota Bill defeated.
West Virginia Two-cefare bill
passed by both houses of legislature.
Wisconsin Pending
before the
state railroad commission. Decision
not expected within the next two or
three weeks; legislature waiting report.

vn-ce- nt

nra.

This Exquisite Brass Bed

Bills Now Pending in Nearly a Score of

She Survives the Operation. Wagner Hardware Company One Hundred . Go up From
Buys Out the Albuquerque
Albuquerque-Legislature
Young Carson Prostrated
to
Hardware Company.
With Grief.
Hear From Bernalillo Co.
Miss Helen Gehrlng, 17 years old,
who was accidentally shot by a .22
calibre rifle In the hands of Ray Carson, a
boy, is reported to
be doing well at St. Joseph's hospital,
where she was removed after ths
shooting yesterday afternoon
from
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Nicholas Gehrlng, 1015 South
Third street. An operation was performed after her removal to the hospital and hopes are entertained for
her speedy recovery. At the hospital
this morning It was announced that
the young lady appeared to be In
good spirits.
The shooting occurred at the home
of Charles Shelkey, 311 Pacific avenue. Mr. Shelkey is an uncle of the
Carson youth, who lives with him.
A number of boys were playing in
the rear of the place and Miss Gehr-lnwho had come across the street
from her home, was Joking with
them. They adjourned to the front
room of the house, where, it is said,
some of the other boys wanted Miss
Gehrlng to kiss Ray Carson. The boy
secured a cat rifle which stood in the
corner of the rqom and playfully deMiss Gehrfended himself with it.
lng grabbed the weapon by the muz-li- e
and a struggle for the possession
of the gun followed, during which it
was accidentally discharged.
The
bullet entered Miss Gehring's side below the heart and penetrated the Intestines.
She bravely walked to her home
two blocks away after she was shot.
A physician was summoned and she
was later removed to St. Joseph'e
.
hospital.
Miss Gehrlng was to have been
In St. John's church by Bishop
Kendrlck last night.
The Carson youth did not know the
i
rifle was loaded.
Mrs. Gehrlng, mother of the unfortunate child, Is prostrated with grief.
So is young Carson. It was reported
last night that he attempted self
destruction with a pocket knife, but
the rumor is denied by his friends,
After the shooting ho ran away, with
several other children close after
him. He was very much excited and
the suicide story probably got its
start from this fact. The young man
Is a carrier for The Evening Citizen
but will not be able to carry his route
for several evenings owing to his
nervous condition as a result of the
accident.
The gun, which Is the cause of all
the trouble, is a small rifle. Some of
the boys present when the shooting
occurred,1, had the rifle down along
the rtver In the morning, and it had
been returned to the place where it
was kept in a shed loaded.
Young
Carson did not know this. It is posl
tively known that Miss Gehrlng, play
fully, was trying to kiss the boy, and
that he took the gun to defend him
self.

TWO-CEN-

pack

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods, ,
Stoves, Rnj-s- ,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholstering and Picture Framing.'
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALOUOUEROUE. N. M.
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - .

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tho telephone make the
.duties lighter, the care less

and tho worries fewer.

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolongs oar life

and protects your borne.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IS

YOCTt

nOSIE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

CHOPPED

HANDSOME

.

Crockery
Souvenir
vie w or

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

j

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co.

Gold Ave.

WS&

re.-id-

hatr-pulli-

j

I

REMOVAL
.

French Bakery
From 213 West Railroad Ave.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

j

j

Albuquerque,

i

j

. .

J.

C.

New Mexico

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIItST STHEET AXD COAL AVE. AHll'QUEKQl'E, NEW JIEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ALBUQUERQUE

FACE SiX

EVENING CITIZEN.

WOMEN AT THE THAW MURDER TRIAL

ELLEN TERRY IN

'

NHTOiFHpr

-

HER CLOSING

a

WEEK IN
Her
York Sustained
World Wide Reputation So
Long Enjoyed.

New

TWO ATTRACTIVE

OPERAS

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz: Homestead entry
17, 1096, for
July
No. 9678 made
the SE 4 SEtt. Sec. S6. Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SE4
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

Metropoli-

tan Stage For Those Who
Love the Drama.
Nw

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1807.
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
No.
claim, vis:
Homestead 'entry
9220 made A pill 17, 1906, for the
NW14 SE14, NBU SW14, Sec. 19,
Tp. HON., Range IE., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his cftntlnuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
i
vis:
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Gar
cia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

ON

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

SIMULTANEOUSLY GIVEN

Other News From the

IS, IMT.

NOTICE FOTl PUBLICATION.

ar

,

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

With Amp's Means and UnsurpaaaM

Facilities.

ar

NE,

(I! j IU'rnnnl Count.)
York. Feb. 18. A number of

new plays were presented lust week
for the first time.
Miss Klen Terry, the famous English ai'tress, devoted the final week
of her brief engagement at the Empire theatre to two plays, "The Good
n
Hope," a four act drama by
Heljerm.ms, a Dutch dramatist,
and "Nance Oldfteld," which was
used as an afterpiece. The part played by Miss Terry In the Heljermans
drama Is that of a fisherman's widow
whose husband had been drowned
through the breaking up of a rotten
hip in which he had been forced to
aet sail. The widow now depends
for her living upon two sons, Qeert
ami Baron d, and they too are obliged
to ship In vessels wholly unfit for
sea service. Geert, the elder, having
Just returned from prison whence he
had been sentenced for striking a
uperlor officer does not hesitate to
Join the crew, Rarend, however, being a studious fellow and having a
wholesome fear for the sea on account of his father's fate is disinclined to follow that life and so holds
back. Ills refusal brings down on
film, not only the contempt of the
community but the wrath and scorn
of his mother who has such unshaken
loyalty to the vocation her husband
had followed. He takes service and
the ship sails away. A storm comes
up immediately. The ship founders
with all on board. The body of
Hare-ni-l
washed ashore tells the village the story and woe spreads once
more to the humble homes. It Is In
this last scene that Miss Terry dis
plays her wonderful powers of acting as she portrays the anguish of
the bereft mother contrasted with
the callousness and hypocrlcy of the
hip owner. The play Is a powerful
one and leaves a vivid Impression on
.those who have seen It.

viz:

Her-mnn-

Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Black well,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY' TOR THE ATCtUSON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE TIT.

0

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 26, 1907.
ir
Notice is hereby given that
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his Intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
SHi NW14 and NVs SFVi, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Mel-cho-

iS

of

YARMOUTH-

C

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

TI1K WOMKX IX Till: PICTURE ARE MRS. HOfjMAN, MOTIIKIt OF EVELYN NESHIT THAW; MRS.
THAW, HARRY THAW'S MOTHER; MRS. HARRY" THAW AXI THE COUNTESS OF YARMOUTH, WHO
WAS ALICE THAW, SISTER OF HARRY' THAW.

er brother of his lordship appears on
the scene. The relatives set him up
on Peggy and he right away falls in
love.
Not realizing
his affection,
e
elopePeggy plans a
ment with him to clear the way for
GIVE
viz:
her mother's marriage. The elopment
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia
compromises Peggy, and she, reallzGarcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
ng the seriousness of her position
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
consents to a real marriage. She is
MANUEL R. OTERO,
about to send for a minister when It
Register.
upon
dawns
her that the scheming
relatives have planned the wedding
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
later realizing that Jimmy has really
won her heart. She returns to him
Department of the Interior, United
and the curtain falls on a happy pair.
States Land Office.
This role of Peggy Is essentially a
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
espart for which Miss Crossman
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
pecially is fitted. It is of the same
Jinso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
type as those in which she won such
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yesignal success In "Mistress Hell" and
proof In support of his
to
entry No.
be
'Sweet Kitty Bellalrs." She Is
claim, viz:
Homestead
"
ancongratulated on having added
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
Love anil iieiitlllty.
delightful characterization
of
SW4 SE and SE4 SWU. Sec. 12,
Still another novel was added to other
Tp.
10N., Range 6E., and that said
"the long list that have been dramatized the impulsive Irish lass to repertoire.
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Sarah E. Ryan's "Told
, for the stage.
Otero, United States court commisCaruso Sings Well.
In the Hills," was presented at the
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
No event of the season In the Met
Astor theatre under the title "Genesee
March 6, 1907.
opera
ropolitan
awaithas
been
house
story
of the Hills." The
deals with
He names the following witnesses
Incidents bearing upon the regenera ed with greater interest than the
o prove
his continuous residence
lion of a rough and hardened scout, presentation in Italian of Puccini's
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
This operatic
Madam Butterfly."
Genesee Jack, by a beautiful eastern
Yls:
Klrl.
The scout Is employed by the version of Mr. Relasco and Mr. Long's
-Leandro Jaramillo,
Jesus Garcia,
i
government In view of a threatened play has been so well presented here
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
uprising of an Indian tribe and is sta In English earlier in the season by
Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
Honed at the ranch where a detach Henry W. Savage's company that
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ment of United States cavalry Is also popular interest was aroused in view
Register.
quartered Jack's curt and seemingly of the fact that tine ,role of the
Insolent ways had always made him American lieutenant was to be played
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.misunderstood by his associates and by Mr. Caruso and the role of Cho-Ch- o
San by Miss Geraldlne Barrar.
as a result he wus extremely unpopuDepartment of the Interior, United
the great space of the Metrolar with everyone with whom he came Despite
States Land Office.
In contact. The feeling against him politan, the dainty opera lost none of
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
PucMr.
its
with
and
subtler
charms
preceptlbly
was
increases:
when it
Notice la hereby given that Eduar-d- o
noticed that Miss Hardy was openly cini himself conducting an Ideal In
Carter of Chllili, N. M., has filed
manifesting some Interest In him. terpretation was afforded. Mr. Carnotice of his intention to make final
five-yeWhile he is ardently in love with uso was In excellent voice and sang
proof In support of his
her, he holds back from declaring with beautiful lavish tone. The sing
PETER ANDERSON, THE BO- PETER ANDERSON'S GOLD MINE claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
it. .some years before he had mar ing and acting of Miss Farrar was
NANZA MISSIONARY.
AND MILL, WHERE WHILE A 6762 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EV4
ried In order to give his brother's exquisite and again proved that she
MISSIONARY HE MADE A
NEU. Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E.. NWU
Special
Correspondence.
child a legal name. Fortunately for was a far better and infinitely finer
NW14, Sec. 7, and SW4 SW14, Sec.
Abilene, Kan., Feb.
18. How
him the woman dies and Jack hesi artist than we had reason to suppose
6, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
tates no longer to declare his love from the impression gained In her would you like to dig among the ed as modestly as possible." It waa proof will be made before H. W. 8.
His heroism In saving a cavalry de first appearance here. No opera sea sands ef Nome amid privation and weeks before it was known.
United States court commisHe likes to travel. He has been Otero,
tachment from being wiped out es- son In the future will be considered exposure and get a fortune, then have
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
trip, to South sioner,
tablishes him so highly In the eyes complete without at least one per to give It to the church? That is to Europe on a wedding
15, 1907.
March
over
this continent
the plight of Peter Anderson, a young America and all
of his comrades and his sweetheart formance of "Madam Butterfly."
He names the following witnesses
Swede of this county, who ten years He avoids newspaper reporters, .and to prove his continuous residence
that she accepts him on the spot
It
now
hi
to
is difficult
find
in. He
ago went to the Klondike a missionana ine curtain falls on a happy end
upon, and cultivation of. the land,
Kamiiiarro'a First Appearance.
In Chicago, where he enjoys slz:
log. Robert Druel, whom we have
opera house, ary and came home a half million- resides
At the Manhattan
away
giving
large
large
fortune,
his
been accustomed to see playing the Oscar Hammerstein's rival operatic aire.
Miguel Apodaca,
Beldonado,
each year, mostly to the Insti- Cldilo Montoyo and Pablo
rem 01 a ponsned gentleman was enterprise a new senation was created
Celso Carter, all
Anderson lived on a farm twelve sums
Swedish
church.
tutions
of the
urprlsingly fine as the rough scout. on the occasion of the first appear- years ago. He went to Chicago, beof Chllili, N. M.
Miss Chrystal Heme was delightfully ance in this country of Mario Sam- - cause til over his studies for mission ti.VVE CAR CLEANER. HALF
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
inarming as the eastern girl.
marco, the greatest of Italian bari- service and was sent to the hospital.
MONEY' IN HIS l'WK ETBOOK
tones. He made his debut in "I A pretty Swede nurse attended him
A passenger got oft train No. 602 at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Pugliaccl" and sang, as is customary, and an Alaska girl with Eskimo the depot this morning and went to
blood in her veins was also a patient. the waiting room, says the Newton
prologue
his
before
curtain.
the
Henrietta CroBsman returned
to
Department of the Interior, United
Kan. Republican. There he discovered
New York for a limited engagemen When he had finished the audience The latter Induced him to go to KlonStates Land Office.
In a n:w play by Ernest Denny, i was in a frenzy of excitement. His dike when he recovered.
that he had lost his pocketbook. He
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
voice and artistic use of It
There, with four others, he labor became excited In a moment and
luiaerio unknown dramatist. The beautiful
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
together with the qualities of a good ed. They ran out of coal, and seek- - started for the train. A car cleaner Grlego
piay
was nro operatic
of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
actor created a furore such ng for It found gold lots of It. He met him and'asked "Have you lost a
duced last year In London and scored
notice of his Intention to make final
ever has been the good resigned from the mission service and pocketbook?" The stranger replied five-yea tremendous success there. The as scarcely any
in support of his
opera singer.
became a miner. Ills first year's re- - that he had and the cleaner thereupon claim, viz:proofHomestead
atory concerns Peggy O'Mara, a young fortune of
entry No.
urns were $100,000. The next year produced the pur&e, which he had 9679, made July 17, 1906, for the
woman or rrank, undependent nature.
In the Mliirtlrvl Line.
, who can't understand why she should
he did belter.
found In a car. The stranger grab- SW'4 NW4. NWVi
SW14. Sec. 1.
George M. Cohan returned to New
One of his companions became dis bed the purse and told the car cleaner and
be governed by anything else but her
2, Tp. 9N.. Range
Sec.
Ntt
Washington,
George
Jr., couraged and sold a claim to Ander- that halt the cash it contained was 6E., and
Dimtmi wnolesome Impulses. She has York with
said proof will be made
u habit of plunging into affairs with in time to be present during the an- son for 14 8. Out of it was taken his (the cleaner's) and opening the before thethat
States Court ComUnited
birthday
niversary
of the $50,000.
of the
pocketbook divided thirty odd dollars missioner. H. W. S. Otero, at Albuout any regard to the consequences
strangCountry."
The role
Anderson came home worth half a with the coach cleaner. The
either to herself or to others Her "Father of Our
querque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
mother, the widow O'Mara. has net of the old darky who always man million. He bought several of the er's anxiety to regain the pocketbook
He names the following witnesses
supply
aged
to
a
It
of
sale
have for
best farms in this section, land now was largely due to the fact that
her match-makin- g
mind to marry off
to prove
continuous residence
Mt.
to
tu-gave
visitors
amount
Vernon
souvenirs for
of upon, and his
a fine farm contained drafts to the
worth $60,000. He
daughter to Lord Anthony
of, the land,
cultivation
by
Is
played
Sweetnem,
now
Willis
parents.
to
his
A cousin who loaned $600.
Peggy naturally rebels and
Tlx:
e
DO
whose
go
minstrel
famous
him I
to Chicago
with which to
turns the tables by hatching a little
Venceslado Grlego Josa Armenta,
plan of her own by which Lord An- playing of the darkey In "The Country received u $5,000 stock of goods as
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
EVENTS
COMING
a
hit.
Chairman"
made
such
gift.
a
All his brothers and sisters
thony shall be married to her mother.
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
were made
There ure relatives who are dependMANUEL R. OTERO.
ILUo
He
pretty
of
Maxfalr.
The
nurse
In
married the
ent on the nobleman's generosity and
Register.
at
Colombo
hall
22.
Dance
Feb.
Eng
Mayfuir,"
Belle
the
gave
"The
Chicago
of
hospital
the,
to
and
these set their wits to block the
by the Y. I. A. to the B. of L. E.
Is
holding
lish
forth
for
buildings
money.
optra
which
cost
a lot of
that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
O'Mara's whqn the latter arrive as
February 26 to March 2, "The
Then he went to South America
his guests. Mutters become compl- an indefinite period at Daly's, furnish
Twins."
es
topics
various
for
conversation
of
bought
few
Department
mines
a
and
and
diamond
icated when Jimmy Keppel, a young- of the Interior, United
March 14 The County Chairman.
theatre goers. In Loudon, Miss Edna to Missouri, where he bought zinc
States Land Office.
This la tbe banner performance of
May played the leading role. The mines. All the time his Alaska prop
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
t
the season,
(illiKon Girl wus played by Camllle erties were returning big dividends.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
IIN GROWING 1
Clifford, unother American girl, who
Then the Swedish mission society
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
EVENTS.
ALMANAC
but a snort time ago created such a sued him. It claimed that as he had
has filed notice of his Intention to
Feb. 17. First Sunday In Lent.
stir by marrying a young nobleman. gone to the Klondike as a missionary
proof In support
make final five-yeDays.
Ember
20 and 23.
Feb.
Her name wus then featured In such he must give to It the fortune he
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
Washington's Birthday.
22.
Feb.
large characters that Miss May left found while there. It was arbitrated,
No. 9297. made May 1. 1906, for the
March 17. St. Patrick's Day.
the caiit in a huff and Miss Clifford then went to the courts, and now a
SV4 SW4, Sec. 19. and NH NW14
Spring begins.
21.
March
became the star. One of the cutch Judgment has been rendered In the
Sec. 30. Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that
March 24. Palm Sunday.
lest songs of the piece is "Come to court of this county and In Illinois
Lady Day: annuncia said proof will be made before H. W,
25.
March
St. George's," au Invitation to the for $267,000.
S. Otero. United States Court ComThe society will try
hearer to accompany the singer to to obtain the land he deeded to his tion.
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Friday.
Good
29
March
the church wherein all the fashion-ablrelatives and to lus wife in tltls
March 5, 1907.
Sunday.
81
Easter
March
weddings of London take place country.
He names the following witnesses
G. A. R
Day
of
Memorial
May
30
The song us sung by u si xtet of pretty
to prove his continuous residence
Anderson has appealed to the Unigirls has caught the town juxt as did ted States supreme court and will try
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
(ia III tno Stomach.
the "Tell Mo Pretty Maiden" song to have the Judgment reversed. UnBelching and that sense of fullness vli:
y
of a few years ago.
less he can secure a change In the so often experienced after eating Is
Faustln Garcia, Pedro Garcia
ruling he will have to give up much caused by the formation of gas. Th Garcia. Curlou Lopex and Jose Grlego,
of the fortune for which he sufTered stomach falls to perform us runcuons all of Carpenter, N. M.
The Citizen Print Shop Is
Chamber
privations In the region of snow and and the food ferments.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
where you can get the most .'or a lee.
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wii
your money. We print evry. 1
Anderson U shy. A Swedish col- correct the disorder. They aid dlges
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
thing but greenback and post. ) lege In central Kansas wanted help. Hon und strengthen and Invigorate
DRUG
AT WAL70N'8
For iaie CANDIES.
age stamps. Either phone.
He sent a check for $25,000 oud this Mia ktmnneh and bowels.
"Want your hair cut?"
STORE.
t
"yep. Both."
I
f message: "Please let It be unnounc- - by all druggists.
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CAPITAL
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With ample Capital. Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
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President; Wm.

FARR, Vice President; J. B.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Notice These Buildings'
(we will give you street addresses,
with numbers) if you wish to see
, what can be done with lumber of the
We want your trade,
YlWirp ,astlnS kind.
certainty.
j,ers aaa that we eaa
prove by quality and prices that we
deserve It.

ar

SE,
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CO.

Corner Third and Marquette
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ar
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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ESTABLISHED

S. PUTNEY

TFIE WHOLESALE

1T.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

0OSOfOtOfO00tfOCHfKf
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

Ftrst and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Monday,

i,

February

Housekeeper 1 Josh

Wits.

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

i07.

You Cannot Afford to Miss This
Opportunity. Cash Talks

tats

Wise

Teddy

and Talks Over Situation

now and for a very small amount of the
wherewithal you can replenish your china
closet with some very pretty pieces of broken
sets at less than half regular price.
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

J.

D. EMMONS,

wear

MORE CREOSOTE
PICKEL-IN- G

o

o

Just Received the Celebrated

Earl & Wilson Lure Linen Shirts

pensionable.

and Manhattan Shirts

WESTERN MANAGERS APPROVE
PULLMAN CARS.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 18. A large
number of the western railroad presidents and managers were taken to
Pullman the other day and shown
sleeping car.
The
the first
car is almost as light as the ordinary
car, and everything in it is of steel
except the upholstery.
The presidents expressed themselves as greatly
pleased with the construction of the
car, and it is understood If tests turn
out as the Pullman officials expect
they will, it will be the model for all
future sleeping cars.
all-te-

TIES
New Method Will Be Applied
at Belen Plant Where
Creosote Comes From.
--

The engineers who are locating a
bride site for the Arizona, California
& Santa Fe cut-o- ft
across the Colorado river at Parker, have made a
curious discovery. At a depth of 80
feet the engineers struck what they
believed to be bed rock.
After this
rock had been pierced SO feet with a
diamond drill, the engineers were
amazed to break through into a soft
stratum in which was a large flow of
water.
The situation is complicated
by this strange phenomenon, as it is
necessary to have an absolutely solid
foundation for the piers of the heavy
bridge.

semi-annu-

al

semi-annu-

n
u
u
0
n

m

it
TO CLOSE

DREW AGIO LIMIT
The Pennsylvania railroad is convinced, as the result of experience
that it drew the line too close when
it fixed 35 years as the age limit at
which men may enter the company's
employ, n win raise the limit to for
ty years for the good of the service.
Expediency hag already compelled
other railroads that had adopted a
similar rule to abandon it in practice,
No great business
institution can
afford to cripple Itself for the sake of
an Inflexible theory. The predlca
ment the Pennsylvania railroad created for itself was that It could not get
enough competent men. Experienced
men whom it needed were barred by
years rule.
reason of the thirty-fiv- e
In Instituting a pension system for
employes first thought wus given to
the lima of retirement and length
of employment and loo little attention
paid to the Immediate requirements
of operating the railroad.
A better
way would poem to be first of all to
employ men who nre capable and
then adopt the pension system to
their various conditions. It is absurd
or at
to say that a man at thirty-fiv- e
forty would not be justly entitled to
a pension of a certain size until thirty
years later.
His value to an employer, whether he is young or middle-aged,
depends upon what he can
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Topeka, Kan., Feb. 18. Edwin O.
Faulkner, manager of the tie and
timber department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company, has gone to Galveston, Texas,
to be there upon the occasion of the
unloading of a creBote boat. Creosote la delivered by boat three times
each year from Germany, and the
cargo is dived among several purThe Santa Fe buys creochasers.
sote for the purpose of treating ties.
m
m
w
A new method of treatment of ties
will also be adopted by the Santa Fe
Covers will be laid for 100 guests
at the new plant to be built at Belen, at the Alvarado hotel this evening
N. M.
where a banquet will be had by the
Tho new method has been found to railroad men of Albuquerque for I. L.
be very satisfactory and consists of Hicks, master mechanic of the Santa
who, as it has been
the treatment of the ties with Cali- Fe shops here,
announced, haa been transfornia crude oil. Mr. Faulkner says previously
to San Bernardino, Cal. Mr.
in the current Issue of the Railway ferred
Hicks arrived here from San BernardAge:
last night. He will make arrange
"The statement having been made ino
ments for moving his family nnd
by timber experts that in order to household
produce decay two conditional must immediately.effects to San Bernardino
be present at the same time that is,
heat and moisture, from a combinaEmployes of the shops and yards
tion of which spring the organisms will receive
their January pay
was
decay
considered
producing
it
Checks
checks today (Saturday).
thoroughly
that by taking
will be cashed at the Railroad Y. M.
wood in which condition the cells C. A. as usual.
Wives of the em
or pores would be comparatively ployes can have their husbands'
up
empty, and then blocking them
checks cashed after being properly
with some hard substance, moisture endorsed.
More than 700 checks
could be kept out of the wood, and were cashed at the Railroad Y. M. C.
decay thereby prevented.
A. last month.
Topeka Capital.
a
a
"There is one special kind of CalDirectors of the Union Pacific Rail
ifornia crude oil of very low gravity,
road company have declared the reg
which has about 75 per cent
dividends of 5 per
base and the rest light oils, ular
the greater part of which vaporize on cent on the common stock and 2 per
being heated. In the fall of 1901 tho cent on the preferred stock. It was
company took a few New Mexico, stated that of the dividend on the
Arizona and Texas pine ties, thor- common stock 3 per cent was de
oughly seasoned, and treated them clared on the earnings and 2 per cent
investments.
with this oil, heated to 180 degrees on the income mfrom
m
m
F., and forced in under a pressure of
W. W. Pitts, the machinist, return
ISO pounds per square inch, the diflast night from a week's pleasure
ferent ties taking up from four gal- ed
says
lons minimum to eight gallons maxi- trip to Portales and Lubbock,
He brought
mum. In the early spring of 1902 the Roswell Record.
with him a lobo wolf skin and
these ties were placed in the experi- home
the story that it fell under his
mental track on the Gulf, Colorado & tells
Santa Fe, between Cleveland and unerring aim.
Pelican, where an ordinary loblolly
George Montgomery, traveling ac
tie will not last over two years, or an countant for the Santa Fe, left yes
untreated longleaf tie much over terday for San Diego, but will return
three years.
for the ball game on the 22d of this
"In November las'., when the gen- month, at which he is to preside as
eral officials were making their an chief rooter for the depot "bunch,"
nual inspection, they personally ex says the San Bernardino Sun.
amined these ties and found that at
the end of four years and nine
The directors of the Colorado &
months the
ties were per- Southern railroad declared an initial
fectly
was sawed dividend of 2 per cent on second preOne
sound.
through the middle and under the ferred stock. They also declared a
rail base it was Just as sound in the regular
dividend of 2
interior as though it had been only per cent on first preferred stock.
a month in the track. Since then
The Santa Fe railroad is advertisother ties of the same test have been
Apparently
bored Into and examined, and they ing liberally in Kansas.
is being shown
all showed up very well.
Accord a discrimination
lngly the company has determined on against the newspapers of the terriadopting the oil treatment for ties tories.
m
m
while continuing with creosote for
Roy Ward, of Wellington, Kan ,
the bridge timber and piling.
"This oil at ordinary temperature was expected to arrive in Las Vegas
is like molasses, but when heated it today to take a position in the superintendent's office as assistant mainbecomes perfectly fluid so that there tenance
clerk.
is no difficulty in getting all the penetration necessary, and it appears that
Engine 52. recently turned out of
by applying a light vac I u in at the the shops at Topeka, has
been Bent
close the pores are sealed so that to the middle division for service.
after the ties are taken out of the
cylinder they can be handled with
out any difficulty, and very little of
the oil seems to run out. In the case
Of the ties in the Tcias trnrlt nuf-flclent oil has come to the outside of
the tie to give It what is practically
a mm asphalt covering.
"In the new timber treating tilan
to be built at Belen. X. M., to replace
one In Arizona destroyed by Are, th
oil process will be used for ties. ThI
plant Is to have two cylinders 74
inches in mean diameter inside an
112 feet long."
w

Men's High Grade Shirts

abstract theory as to

when the man becomes
Tev York World.
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The Mott Important Accessory to a Man's Apparel
is His Personal Linen. I Have Given My Shirt
Stock Special Attention This Season.
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WORKS WONDERS.
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PHILOSOPHER

AND PRESIDENT

DISCUSSING THE SITUATION AND
THE CRISIS.
ty
uispatcn to the Editor of i "No," says I. "I want t' handle
"Most Anything."
these public questions without gloves.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 18. Wull, i never tried f break a stone with
I arrived here all safe an' sound. I a sponge cake er t' dig a well with
s'pose you'll laugh when you read a nut pick."
'
that an' say t' yerself, "Ain't he th'
"That's right," says he. "We need
old rube f begin a letter that way?" honest investigation.
T' git it we
But you're wrong. When a man c'n must have honest investigators. An
take a railroad trip over 50 miles honest investigator is t' corrupt cop
long an arrive at th' end uv it safe perations whut th' policeman's whis
an' sound It's something worth
".
tle is f th' burglar.'
I wish you'd telephone t' my
"They both lay low till th' police
wife th't I got here O. K. She's a man passes,"
says I.
great hand t' worry. Ev'ry time I've
"Yes," says he, "but investigation
made a trip away frum home in th
last 35 years my wife's had a pre- is th' current uv electricity leadln' t
sentment th't something wuz goln' t' th' arc lamp where th' two Is hldln.
happen f me er f th' train I wuz Press th' button uv publicity an' th"
th' burglar
on. If she had a dream a week be- light s turned on an'
Now how about th' spellln'
fore I wuz ready f start she'd be so flees.
blamed nervous I'h haf t' put oft th' question? '
trip. I'll bet she's bought ev'ry ediI got a little excited an' jumped
tion uv yoor paper ever since I've up.
been away, lookln' for news uv rail"I believe In ev ryDody spellln' t'
road accidents, an' I c'n see 'er now. suit himself!" I yelled.
sianain at in teiepnone, callln up
"Uv course," says th' president'
th' union depot askln' if there's been wavln' his hands. "Why sh'd you an'
a wreck anywhere. If she read uv a me spell a certain way jest because
couple uv Alpeen mountain climbers our
fathers did?
sliden' down a cliff 2 'er 3 miles high Statistics show th' ev'rage man uv 60
up
she'd throw
'er hands an' yell, "I spends 20 years uv his life Bleepin'
Jist know one o' them men w;u" an' puttin' on his clothes. Look
always
Joshua! He
wuz so venturewhut he loses eatin't The' av'rage
some!" Then she'd go rootln 'round American citizen spends ev'ry' day five
in th' bureau drawers t' find any life minutes eatln' breakfast, uz much
Insurance policies. So Jist telephone eatln' lunch, an' 15 er 20 minutes
'er an' relieve 'er mind. Tell 'er I eatln dinner. Twenty-fiv- e
t' 30 mtn
dldn t make a stop in Pittsburg an utes a day eatln!
Fifteen minutes
atgoin'
I
that ain't
t' Xew York t'
wasted ev'ry day. Why sh'd we burn
tend th' Thaw trial, both o' which up more time puttin' 'u's' an 'gh's'
will be comfortin' new fer hor. Also In words an' lookln' through th' die
say I've got a good warm room at tlonary t' see how some feller dead
th' hotel an' that I'm Bleepin" next an' gone spelt words?"
t' blankets, so there's no danger uv
"Spellln' Is a habit," says I.
rheumatism.
bad one," says he,
''An' gen'rally
On t ill n kin" It over, I guess it'll pound In' his right hand with his left
be better t' send this letter by special "Now we've settled th' spellln' ques
telegraph dispatch Instead uv by mall, tion, let's turn t' th' railroads."
sa I c'n get word t' Mrs. Wise quick"First," says I, "let's take up th'
er.
Brownsville situation."
"Them stories uv Brownsville has
Ev'rybody I've met so far in Washington seems glad t' see me. They been eolered," !ays he, all excited
again.
treated me uz cordial uz though I'd
"That's what Foraker says," I hint-tdbeen a United States Benator from a
gold mlnin' state.
Mebby my plug
"Whut we demand is. a niiui .
hat done it, mebby my whiskers. I deal,"
says th' president, jumpln
dunno which, but it wuz one o' th'
two. I've always noticed thut a man about two feet.
"Th' nacheral percentage is strong
with either on c'n git a welcome when
us," says I.
th' dogs would be put on a barefaced enough against
"It is," says he. "Why this short
man who didn't have th' insignia uv
age in railroad cars?
Geo. Gould
dignity, statesmanship an'
on his head. Be that as it may, says it's because people are usln' em
nowhere did I receive a more cordial I claim th't If ev'ry shipper th't wunts
welcome th'n when I called at Presi- cars wuz usln' 'em there wouldn't be
Ain't that a simple
office. no shortage.
Roosevelt's
dent Theodore
Theodore himself coma t' th' door proposition?"
"Yes," says I, "an If nobody want
when I rung th' bell an' let me in.
no shortage.
says he. "Come ed cars there'd be be
plainer? Now
"Could anything
right in."
situation an" th' crisis In
th'
there's
In I come an we talked over a few nutshell."
ordinary things, like th' poor street
Tomorow I'll call on Vice President
car service an' th' trouble In gittln' Fairbanks.
help in th' kitchen, when I says:
"Mr. President, I come down here t'
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. of
investigate th' situation an' th' pres- L. E., will give their eleventh an
ent crisis."
nual ball at Colombo hall, February
"Glad t' hear It, Joshua." says he, 22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches- Jumpln' up, all excited. "Sorry it's tra. Tickets, tl.00.
so sloppy we can't have a game o'
To Chicken Feeders.
tennis an' talk it over calmy. Come
Mills are selling good
Mausard's
up f th' gymnasium an' put on th'
wheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.
gloves fer a few rounds."
men-tionln-

great-great-gra- n'
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its Location

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. I) GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF LEOO PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOI FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
.
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HAIR DRESSER
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'urp Piles,
Wonderful Compound
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
Eezcnui, Skin Itching, Skin
209 West Railroad avenue, Is preEruptions, Cuts and
pared to give thorough scalp treat-- 1
Bruise.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
Doan's Ointment in the best skin gives massage treatment and manitreatment, and the cheapest, because curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara-- :
so little is required to cure. It cures tlon of complexion cream builds uf
plies after years of torture. It cures the skin and Improves the complex-- 1
obstinate cases of eczema. It cures all Ion,, and is guaranteed not to be Inskin itching. It cures skin eruptions. jurious. She also' prepares a hair
It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and tonlo that cures and prevents dan
abrasions without leaving a scar. It druff and hair falling out; restorei
Albuquerque life to dead hair; removes moles,
permanently.
cures
testimony proves it.
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
living at 325 face powder, a freckle cure and pimA. M. Whltcomb,
North Eighth street, Albuquerque, N. ple cure and pile cure. All of these
M., says: "I have nothing to retract preparations are
purely vegetable
from the recommendation I gave for compounds. Have just added a viDoan's Ointment some five years ago. brator machine for treatment of
What I then stated was to the effect scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
thnt this preparation tiad cured me of is also used for rheumatism, pains
a breaking out, which, If not eczema, and massage.
and
closely resembled this tro.uble
was confined to a spot about the size
We do It right, ROUGH DRY. Im
of a silver dollar Just below one of perial Laundry Co.
years
my knees. Off and on for ten
being
It had annoyed me, always
worse when I was in bed or if I would
sit near a fire. I consulted two of
our leading physicians but what they
gave me proved of no more avail than
all the different kinds of salves and
ointments that I tried. I had no
faith in Doan's Ointment, expecting
that it would act slmllarily to the
other remedies I had used, but I was
surprised to find that the first application stopped the itching and a short
continuation of its use healed the
place affected. The fact that I can
say after this long Interval that there
has been no return of the trouble is
pretty good reason for my willingness
to confirm my original statement. At
the time of my using Doan's Ointment one of my grandchildren had
salt rheum on his arm and the irritation was so great that it caused him
Despite the COMING IN OUT OP THE COLD
to scratch continually.
fact that it had resisted all treatment, we appreciate a perfectly
heated
Doan's Ointment affected a cure and house, but It is not every house that
I is properly warmed.
one which has been permanent.
If yours is lackcan recommend this preparation at ing in any way, or If you are unde
all times as one that can be relied up- cided what is the best system to In
on to act as represented."
stall In a new house and
InforFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 mation that Is trustworthyneed
valCo., Buffalo, N. uable, let us know of your and
cents. Foster-MUbur- n
trouble.
Y., sole agents for the United States. We are specialists for hot water, hot
Remember the name Doun's and air and steam heating.
13.
take no other.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
Rising lYom the Grave.
A prominent
manufacturer, Wm.
A. Fertwell, of Lucafna, N. G, relates
a most remarkable experience. He
says: "After taking less than three
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
one rising from the grave. My trou"SHORT LINE"
ble Is Brlght's disease, in the Diabetes stage. I fully believe Electric
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
it has already stopped the liver and
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
which have
bladder complications
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
the
by all druggists. Price only 60c.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Owing to the interior improveRAILROAD
ments now being made In our store,
we have decided to reduce our stock
through
the
fertile San Luis valof pianos so as to make more room
ley; also to the San Juan country
and avoid any possibility of marring
of Colorado.
the pianos during the progress of the
work. During the next ten days we
For information as to rates,
will quote special figures on all our
train service, descriptive literature
pianos. It will pay you to Investiaddress.
gate now. Call or write.
S. K. HOOPER,
LKATtVARD A LINDEMANN,
General Passenger & Ticket Agent
206 West Gold Avenue.
Denver, Colo.
Subscribe for Tlte Evening Citizen
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FOR SALE BY S. VANN

BON.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
LOANS.
Automatlo Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlnr

THE 'WHLAND LIVERY
b sB.iook rnmom. rom:

LIVLKY AND HOARDING STABUB
SADDLE nOUSES SPECIALIT
The "Sadie" for Mountain Partis
and at special rates on week days
Anto. Phone 604. No. 113 Jobs B.

E. WALKER,

Am

rmm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Oflice at 217 West Railroad

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Of flee, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
of Fresh and Salt Meat)
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building. North Third Strool

AU Kinds

17.

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE-NOTPUBLIC.

ARY

Cromwell Block, AlVs
Room 6,
querque. Automatic Telephone 174
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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COME

TO BELEN, H,

IKI.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and Inv
provemen Co.
jOHN BECKER,

ftftftftftftHMftftftMftWHHHMHftftftftftBftHftMftftHMftH

Pies:

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE TIHtOCGII TO BELEN, EAST
AXI WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

ON EASY PAYMENTS;-TITLTY
DEEDS.
S
CASH.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND TRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

trees In the neighborhood In which
Mr. Johnson lives and It Is very pos
sible that some one mistook the cat
for on of theso pests.
Ambrose E. McKenale of Denver Is
In the city representing the National
Manufacturing company of St. Joe,
Mo.
Mr. McKenzle Is one of the finARRIVALS.
TRAIN
est shot gun shots in the American
field. He savs that Denver Is arrang
No. 3 6 p. m.
ing a shoot that will last five days, at
p.
8
in.:
fj0. i First section,
which will bo given away the neat
p.
m.
ond section, 8:15
sum of $5,000.
No. 2 3:50 p. m.
Juan Jose Hubbcll, a native, walk
No. 8 10:25 p. m.
ed through a plate glass window in
No. 4 1 a. m.
the front of the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company's store, on Railroad
"Thelma" tonight.
avenue, Saturday night.
He was
T. W. .Seery is here from Helen.
badly injured by his contact with the
Vegas.
Las
Is
here from
E. P. Ortls
glass, which was 7x10 feet, and valAlbert and E. Ktern were In the city ued at $50. Tho circumstance Is regarded as significant of the drawing
yesterday from Las Vegas.
Ward Darley and wife, of Raton, power of an advertisement.
are among the guests at lintel Cralge.
W. L. Oster, of El Paso, Is among
the transient visitors to Albuquerque.
Hev. K. McQueen Gray of Carlsbad,
Flora, Garcia fault teres.
N. M., Is spending the week In AlbuMrs. Flora Gart:a Gultterez
died
querque.
yesterday
morning at 11 o'clock at
Henry M. Hanson and Nels J. Hun-so- n
her home, 607 Nicolas avenue, Barel- are here from their home at as.
Deceased was in the 33 rd year
Christine, N. D.
of her age and was the wife of Abran
AIn
L. H. Fairies, of El l'aso. is
Gultterez, who Is a machinist In the
lbuquerque on a business and pleasurs Santa Fe railroad shops at this point.
trip.
Beside her husband Mrs. Gultterez
Mrs. I J. Rummell of 222 West leaves two children and numerous relSilver avenue, is quite ill with the la atives In this vicinity. The funeral
will be held tomorrow morning at 9
grippe.
Simon 'Neustadt, general, merchant o'clock In the church of the Sacred
Heart, where high mass will be said
Is transand postmaster of Los
by Father Tommasslnl. All friends of
acting business In the city today.
family are invited. Interment In
W. P. Goodwin, of the New Mexi the
the
San Jose cemetery will follow
co School of Mines, arrived here last
night from Socorro for a brief visit. service.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

OUR SHOES PLEASE
THE EYE, THE FOOT AND THE POCKETBOOK

to the highest degree they have distinguishing
FASHIONABLE raise them alHtve tlio ordinnry and makes them
out eonsplolonsly In comparison with I ho usunl kliKl.
Kvery pair Is carefully Inspected to wo that tlicy arc rightly made
to fit tlie foot properly and comfortably. Our prices are the very

fcest

consistent with reliable quality.

$1.75 to $4 00
1,76 to 4.00
1.50 to 5.00
1.50 to 3.50
1.10 to 3.00
1.00 to 2.50

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girl9
--

--

--

118-I20-

S.

Lui-.as-

J. D. Caldwell, formerly with the
Globe Store company, has accepted a
position with L. 11. Stern at the Lion
store.
O. H. Moore, secretary of the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power company, is in the city from

I
HAM
BRIG
C.N.
Headquarters for Coffee
2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25o and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins. 45c.

I

tins, 8 Be.
.tins, $1.00.

2 -- lb.

I

lb

Morrison, of Las Vegas, a
well known Meadow City business
man, Is here on a business mission
today.
There will be a regular review of
Alama No. 1. L. O. T. M., tomorrow,
at I. O. O. F. hall, at 2: 30 p. m. Re
freshments.
The Fraternal Brotherhood meets
Regular bi
tonight at Elks' hall.
monthly meeting and a full attend
ance Is desired.
Secretary J. W. Raynolds, Mrs,
Raynolds and Miss Iluura of Denver
came down from Santa Fe yesterday
in the secretary's automobile.
The ladles of St. John's Guild are
requested to meet at the residence of
Mrs. B. S. Rodey, Wednesday after
noon at 2:30 o'clock, to sew and plan
Lenten work.
s
There will be a stated conclave of
Pilgrim Commandery No. 3, Knights
Templar, this evening at 7:30. By or
der of the eminent commander. J. C.
Ferger, secretary.
Attorney Chas. W. G. Ward of Las
Vegas spent yesterday in the city and
went to Santa Fe this morning. Mr.
Ward is a member of the Meadow
City law firm of Long & Ward.
Prof. John H. Crum, of the depart
ment of elocution at the University
of New Mexico, will deliver his stere- optlcon lecture-recitat the Las
Vegas T. M. C. A. tomorrow night
Mrs. J. D. Smith and daughter,
Mrs. C. Sherman and Mrs.
Adam
Hanna and daughter, of Adamana
Ariz., arrived here last night and will
spend a few days in the city.
Bishop John Mills Kendrlck of the
diocese of New Mexico and Arizona
spoke at St. John's Episcopal church
yesterday and last evening confirmed
a large class. He expects to go to
Santa Fe during the week.
There will be an important business meeting of the board of managers of the Woman's club at the new
club building tomorrow afternoon, at
2:30 o'clock. All members urged to
be present. Mf3. D. H. Cams, secretary.
Col. W A. Harris, the pioneer mining man of Hlilsboro and Kingston,
Sierra county, N. M., Is In the territorial metropolis on one of his periodical business trips. The colonel says
that things are lively In mining in
Sierra county.
The A. B. C.'s met this afternoon
with Miss Madeline Northrup, at her
home on Fourth street.
The club is
thinking seriously of changing their
name to the "Dasies." Las Vegas
Optic. A few aober minds are wondering if some of Albuquerque's hot
air A. B. C.'s are not "dasies."
That there is a strong demand for
the Albuquerque cantaloupe in tho
middle west is evidenced by the fact
that Frank M. Barber, a Chicago
commission merchant, has written
Charles E. Gleckler, of Albuquerque,
with a proposal to contract for the
entire season's crop of COO acres.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Johnson of West
Tijeras avenue are mourning
the
death of a very fine maltese cat, which
was the victim of a foul bullet. However, the shooting Is thought to have
been unintentional on the part of the
man behind the gun. Some Belgian
hares have been eating the bark from
C.

,

Capitol Coffee
premium,

Kith

bucket.

b.

I

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

$1.00.

2-

Something unique
Built coffee, tic to 40c

T. Y. MATNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

can.

mnwufr-w-

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT.
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Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watchea, Jewdry, Cat Glas. Clocks. Silver
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New Shirts
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This is the largest line of fine goods in the city.
glance at them will convince you.
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122 South Second St.
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CCESSTVL viERCHANT POLS
NOT71I S RE PRESENT

Established

&

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Aveane

1900

COAL

Genuine American

ton

per

block,

S6.B0

$8.80
Cerrlllos Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$0.50
sizes
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load

IV.

COTTSI.HT

t. or

Tlie greatest thing George Washington ever did was to tell hi
father tliat he cut down the cherry tree. Ho set a good example. It
Is easy to tell tho truth when telling tho truth will do you no harm.
But are there not many who tell falsehoods for Immediate benefit
rather than tlie truth? Is the man who tells you that ho will sell
yon n suit worth S20.00 for $10.00 telling tho truth?
If it is worth
$20.00 why does he ask only $1 0.00 We mark our goods In plain
figures and sell you a $10.00 suit for $10.00, and cnare you S20.00
for a $20.00 suit. Would you not rather do business tills way?

.... $2.25

H. HAHN & CO.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Coppar Ave,

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

I

PAY DAY SrECLYL
At tho Cash Buyers' Union, Saturday,

Monday and Tuesday.
$1.00
of sugar
Arbuckles Coffee, 2 for
35c
M.
& J. coffee
35c
25c
green
75c Ten,
or black
60c
50 lb Bost flour
1.25
1 gal best sugar
46c
15c
Cream of Wheat, pkg
H. O. Pancake flour, pkg
10c
sugar
corn
10c
16c
,
21b. tomatoes
9c
2 Vi
11c
lb tomatoes .
25 pairs of ladles' $2 shoes
1.35
25 pairs of ladles' $1.50 shoes... 85c
Men's and boys' suits 3 off.
off,
Men's and boys' overcoats
Blankets and quilts 20 per cent off.
122 North Second Street.
17 lbs.

1- -3

PRIVATE SALE.
The furnishings of a
house, complete. Practlly new. Jew
el range, solid oak dining room suite
solid oak bed room suite. Must be
sold at once, party leaving town. 416
East Railroad avenue, across from
Public Library.
five-roo-

o

WMafmEY GOSVJIPAMY
Wholesale and Retail:
.

0

m

0

HARDWARE

ATOR.

Ladles of the G. A. R., John A.
Logan circle No. 1, will give a card
party on Saturday evening at Odd
Fellows' hall. Admission 25 cents,
Including refreshments.
IT HAS I1EEN OUR POLICY
year our annual sale
used pianos,
of used and slightly
Owing to extensive interior improvements now under way in our store,
we will quote our special sale prices
Our stock
on all pianos in stock.
consists of the most complete line of
high grade pianos ever shown in this
city and, we can truly add. In the
great southwest. If Interested, call
or write today.
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN,
206 West Gold Avenue.

'

'

Mah Orders Solicited

ssssesssessse
t te,1 IT. mouth' rirat mtrmat
4oi,
403, North rirat Btroot

f 13,

Albuquerque,

New,

Mexico

3E

II

To hold each

J--l

ON

Nice

Extracted
Order by

EY
Honey

for

PoBtal.

&

Jones

TICKETS

J

ROSENFIEID'S,

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Attotlallen

Offlot
TnataotloBi
Cuaraattio

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

Q

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron.r SteeL Wapon
Jr
o Wood Stock.J Blacksmith Suoolies.

o

"IF I WERE THE DEVIL" IS
THE SUBJECT OF DR. KOUTHERS
.ECTURK TUESDAY NIGHT AT
THE M. K. CHURCH. ADMISSION
50 CENTS. THIS IS A GREAT LEC
SOUTHERS IS KNOWN
TURK.
AROUND THE WORLD AS AN OR- -

?

T

Lcarnard

W, the
have thl.t day
sold to tlie Wagner Hardware coin.
good
tho ittock and
will of the
Albuquerque
company,
Hardware
who will collect all accounts due said
Albuquerque Hardware company and
pay all bills contracted by said com
pany. He also, In this connection
wish to thank you kindly for tho very
liberal putronugc extended to the Al
biiquerque Hardware company In the
past, and trust you will continue the
same courtesy to tho new company.
Yours very truly,
tf.
WHITNEY COMPANY'.

R.R.

f

A

nERCWArir C7WTAfT0R.D TO
MlS REPRESENT WD A

Do It Today

IMiny

4

f

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

X

WE

of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices-almos- t.
SEE US betore you buy

iindcrMlgncd,

110 South Second St.

4

Should all be
wY iThE
and
SmC SUCCZiSFVL

II

We Carry the Largest Stock

TO THE rUBLIC.

Live Men

1

RESOLVED

HE AEVER TOLD A LIE"

TODAY

ot

List your property with

to 2.50

In the

WtKHntKBKBnnB0HKtBBinm'

Vv,

I

ts

Crawford
75c, 1.00, 1.25, 1,50, 1.75

NOW
purchase of

aBaaValaBBnaBMBl

1

We can save you money

Buggy Whips from 10c to
75c
50c
Heavy team whips
$3.00
Rubber tire
Folding lawn seats
$1.75
60c
Saddle pads, 45c and
Boys' saddles
$3.00
$1.90
Meat grinders. $1.25, $1.50
One-ma- n
four-fo$2.25
saw
Our new stock of garden and flower
seeds has arrived.
Every package
fresh and reliable.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, lYopr.

W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

SHIRTS

Believe Us

im.

YOU WILL I IXD IT AT THE MAZE.

$1.00.

in fancy Negligee Shirts is now on display

I

Both Phones.
Buy a package of our reliable shO'i
polishes and see what big ImproveThe firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
ment a shine will make In the looks corner
and Tijeras, will hereof your footwear, besides keeping the after beSeventh
known as
leather soft and pliable. Tan, chocolate, white, or black, 10, 15 and 25c.
.THE .- -.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Rail
CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
road avenue.
Our new telephone number Is 61.
A fine assortment of Kansas City
meat, Including a shipment of choice
spiced corned beef, has Just been received and Is on sale at the Highland
Meat Market,

10 lbs.

Our elegant new Spring Line of the Latest Creations

movdav, February is,

CI1IZEN.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern, cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force .that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company cf New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AT.

DANCING SCHOOL

ladies

Free

2C

he

a

